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FROM THE PRESIDENT:

Professor Rory Mortimore

Maybe the winter is the time of year when GA members advertise your events to a national audience through the GA
have time to reflect on issues and make more use of our Magazine and recently we made a decision to devote a page
information systems including the website. I have had several on our website to other geological events (under Events) with
comments from you which we are addressing including to a link from the home page for the most immediate. Our role
make sure our website is kept up-to-date. I hope you will feel is ‘pump-priming’ and we give greatest support to those
these issues have now been addressed and we have asked activities that bring more than one group together. To be fair
one of our vice presidents to take on the task of continuously and even-handed to all our groups, once an event has
monitoring our website to make sure it is functioning become successful and self-financing we reduce our
properly. Keep your comments coming as they are very involvement but continue support through advertising etc.
useful and constructive. For those who do not use our website and focus our efforts on other groups who are getting new
the information on our talks, field meetings, conferences, the initiatives going. I am delighted to see the great success of
Festival of Geology and our annual groups meeting each initiatives such as the Oxford Geology Group’s Colloquium
November is given in the GA Magazine and the GA green and we look forward to many more initiatives that we can
membership card. If you feel you have
help with from other groups. We are
missed out on information please let us
also looking for ways in which you can
know. It is also now possible to pay for
help us as it has to be a two-way
field trips through the website.
process to make sure both local groups
I have also been very pleased to
and the GA continue to be successful.
receive comments relating to how we
Congratulations to Susan Brown for
recognise those who have been
obtaining renewed sponsorship for
members of the GA for 50 years or
Rockwatch from Statoil and new
more. At our February Council Meeting
sponsorship from the UK Onshore
we decided to list in our Annual Report
Geophysical Library.
the names of all those members who
Virtual geology was the theme of our
have reached 50 years or more
talks in December and January. Mark
continuous membership of the GA. In
Sutton showed us the benefits of the
future years we will list just those
‘synchotron’ as a tool for investigating
members who reach the 50th year
and
reconstructing
detailed
during the year reported and will we
palaeontology, including soft parts of
will design a special certificate to be
fossils. This was followed by Ian
signed by the President to be sent to
Watkinson’s amazing array of Google
all those making this landmark length
Earth images of structural geology
of Membership.
from around the globe. Both talks
Several of you have also contacted
illustrated wonderful new observations
me about how we deal with obituaries as you feel some GA in their particular subjects, though most felt the techniques
members have not received an obituary when they should were a great complement to rather than a replacement of
have. The current position is that we rely on you to tell us ‘real’ field geology. The complete cyber-armchair for geology
when you know about a GA member
is not quite here yet!
who has died and we then seek
A big thank you to the Dorset GA for
someone to write an obituary which
the invitation to their AGM and Annual
may be published either in the GA
Dinner in Dorchester in December. It
Magazine or the Proceedings of the
was another excellent evening and

Geologists’
Association.
Finding
thanks to Alan Holiday for looking after
    
someone to write an obituary has not
me in Weymouth. In the theme of
   
always proved easy or successful. We
giving talks and spreading the word

have, therefore, decided at the
about the GA it was good to see
  
 !
Dr
Al Bian
February Council Meeting, that we will
several GA members listening to yet
   
in future announce all deaths of GA
another Chalk-Talk to the Home
members in the Magazine as soon as
Counties North Group of the Geological
we know about them and identify those for whom we need an Society on 21st January at Burlington House.
obituarist. I hope you feel that this has addressed some of
I am delighted to see that we had 26 new GA members to
your concerns. We still rely on you to tell us by sending to the record at our February meeting and many of these were from
GA office the name and as much detail as you can about engineering geology. As an engineering geologist I have
those GA members who have died.
gained enormous benefit from being a GA member. We have
We have had increasing requests to support regional decided to publish the names of all new members in the GA
activities either through the funds we make available for Magazine as part of our welcome to them.
meetings or requests to the Curry Fund. We also help
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REPORT FROM COUNCIL:

Diana Clements, General Secretary

Thanks to those who have written with nominations for the
Halstead Award and new Council members. The results will
be announced at the Annual General Meeting on May 9th
when the recipients will receive their awards. Please note that
the AGM this year will begin at 6.30 (tea 6.00 pm) on the
second Friday in May to allow those who are involved with the
Lyme Regis Festival to attend both events. We will hold the
AGM dinner in the Lower Library after the meeting. The cost
of the /--/*N 0--)& this year will be £35. Please find
details, including how to pay on page 8.
As in recent years we will send the Annual Report
electronically to those for whom we have emails. The
electronic version will contain colour photographs and be a
more attractive document than the printed version. Please
send your email address to Sarah Stafford if you think she
may not have it or if your email address has changed
recently. If you are on email but would still rather receive a
paper copy please let Sarah know. We will include notification
of the 2014/15 password with both the paper copy and
electronic copy of the Annual Report. It will change on 9th
May, the AGM day. This will enable access to the Members’
page on the website where videos of most of the past GA
talks are now available to members.
By the time this issue of the Magazine arrives, members
should have received a copy of the Wyley History of the
Geologists’ Association either as paper copy or electronically
for those who requested it. If, for any reason, you have not
received your copy, please get in touch with the office.

There are a number of large events coming up this year. The
GA is again supporting the Oxford Colloquium organised by
the Oxford Geology Group which will take place in the
University of Oxford Museum on 8th March (see back cover
for details). Please also see advertisement on page 26 for the
Woodward150 conference at the Natural History Museum on
21st May. On the weekend 2nd - 4th May Rockwatch and the
GA will have a presence at the Lyme Regis Fossil Festival. This
year’s topic is !1  */1 /1 The GA is promoting 2
conferences this year (details on pages 5 & 6). The first is a
joint venture with the Geological Society and the Society of
Antiquaries and is titled (00   1- 0 1-10 / 11  
1   (-   -   1  /- - 0 - /-1  /-
1
1/1 A day of lectures in Burlington House on 16th
May is followed by a day in the field in Hertfordshire and 2
days in northern France. The 2014 GA/Elsevier Conference:
(--1    1 (1 1 
    1 1 /1  '-  will be
held in Leicester on 5-7th September. The GA Festival falls on
1st/2nd November this year. The full list of GA UK and
overseas field meetings for 2014 can be found in the Circular,
on pages 20-24. These include a number of weekend trips
this year and we look forward to your registrations. One of
the changes to the rules last July is that new members are no
longer elected at the monthly lecture meetings. However, we
have had a request from a GA member asking us to publish
the names in the GA Magazine. In this edition we are listing
the new members since July 2013; In future we will list the
names of those that joined during the previous 3 months.

#MN7MD@I?MNHCMN;IDDI7KGBNGM7N?M?6MJFNHINHCMN MIDIBKFHF"N/FFI@KLHKIG:N
)DM@HMANED=N.(4%N+N0M@M?6MJN.(4%:
Peter Adamson
Larry Bottomley
Robert Chapman
Bill Dalzell
Paul Gibbs
Kelvin Huff
Rhian Kendall
Douglas Lester
Jean Notley
Oighrig Rieder
Thomas Vandyk

Peter Anderton

Elizabeth Aston

Penelope Badham

Dexter Brown
Ian Candy
Adam Carr
Steve Chittick
Steven Clegg
Robert Cooke
Adam Desai
Julie Dore
Stephen Fisk
Vic Gibling
Melanie Green
Anthony Hayes
Elizabeth Hurst Shahzaib Jamaldini
Adrian King
Monika Knul
Veronica Lane
Tom Martin
Satvinder Nandhra
Sarah-Jane O'Shea
Karoly Pesztranszki
Stuart Robinson John Scott
Chris Sondermann
Alex Wade
Merryl Wallace
John Wardle

Steven Bates

Marilyn Besford

Michael Carter
Geoffrey Carver
William Cooper Chas Cowie
Scot Francis
Richard Ghail
Carol Janet Horn Matthew Howard
Zuratul Anne Kani
Amy Lawrence
David Lawrence
Douglas Nelson Ralph Nichols
Pam Pettman
Jennifer Rhodes
Arthur Tingley
Colin Turner
Kevin Wells

)DM@HMANLGELJ=N.(4N+N>M6JELJ=N.(4:
Neil Adams
Don Aldiss
Robert Ashford
Joann Blows
Jennifer Brzozowska
Frank de Charro Anjana Ford
Anna Giangiordano
James Jackson
Ian Kenyon
Alexandru Lapadat
Jacqueline Ratner
Brian Redfearn

Gina Barnes
Nick Church
Terence Hackwill
Jake Morton
Jennifer Smith

Nick Barraud
Matthew Bellhouse
Victoria Corcoran
David Hughes
Peter Jackson
Joseph Piggott
Andrew Racey
Vivian Stevens
David Robert Wallis

0MLHCF:
During the past three months we have been made aware of, and are sad to announce, the deaths of the following members:
Dr Geoffrey Arthur Kellaway
Dr Frank Alexander Middlemiss (obiturist identified)
Mrs Avril Phyllis Thwaite
We are always receptive to publishing short obituaries and/or a photograph so if you feel you would like to write one, please get
in touch with the office.
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Palaeoto the People!
Fossils in the service of Man
6th Sept. 2014  Conference
7th Sept. 2014  Field trips
Where - University of Leicester

Organisers:
Haydon Bailey
Mark Williams

Call for papers

Themes:
Applied stratigraphy;
Archaeology; Engineering
projects; Forensic
micropalaeontology;
Hydrocarbon exploration &
production; Museum
collections
    
2014 Annual Meeting

Contact:

Sponsored by Elsevier

conference@geologistsassociation.org.uk
Magazine of the Geologists’ Association Vol. 13, No.1 2014
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Puddingstone and related
silcretes of the Anglo-Paris Basin
geological and archaeological perspectives
16-19 May 2014
Burlington House, London, UK
A joint meeting of the Geological Society,
the Geologists Association and the Society
of Antiquaries

For further information
please contact:

6

Hertfordshire Puddingstone and its regional counterparts have
long been of interest to both geologists and archaeologists,
while recent developments in the understanding of modern
silcrete and recent petrographic and stable isotope studies of
the puddingstone silica cements are providing new insights
into the origin of puddingstone. Even though Hertfordshire
Puddingstone is a remarkably tough rock, it has been found in
place in only a few locations. In contrast, puddingstone that has
been moved and used by humankind is much more common. In
particular, Roman puddingstone querns are found over a wide
area and are of particular interest to archaeologists. In the last
six years there has been growing cooperation between
geologists and archaeologists on puddingstones studies, to
investigate both the Hertfordshire Roman puddingstone quarry
and to look further afield. In 2011 a second Roman
puddingstone quarry was found in Northern France, in an area
of the Paris Basin that includes fossiliferous Paleogene
puddingstone. The meeting will cover puddingstones and
silcretes of similar age in both the Hampshire and Paris Basins,
and the weekend field trip will include East Hertfordshire/
Essex, then Saint-Saëns and Sotteville in Northern France. It is
anticipated that both the meeting and the post-conference
field trips will lead to further co-operative research between
archaeologists and geologists.

Georgina Worrall,
The Geological Society,
Burlington House, Piccadilly,
London W1J 0BG

Conveners:

Speakers include:

T: 020 434 9944
E: georgina.worrall@geolsoc.org.uk
W: www.geolsoc.org.uk/puddingstone14

Jenny Huggett
(Petroclays)
Chris Green
(Society of Antiquaries)

Bryan Lovell, David Nash,
Mike Parker Pearson,
Jane Tubb, Chris Green,
Jenny Huggett, Tony Brown

Rory Mortimore
(Geologists Association)
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April Meeting:

April 4th, 2014

Zeolites - just boiling stones?
“

1 1 - %-1/ 1/10- 0

% -1
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Vladimir Zholobenko
1 1
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1    01  -101 1

of synthetic zeolites are
produced annually.
Thanks to the unique
combination
exceptional

of

their

properties,

 1 -  1 1  In 1756, when the Swedish mineralogist

zeolites are utilised as

Axel Cronstedt coined the name for these newly found

molecular

minerals (1 1 is a Greek word meaning .   

sieves

and

1), he

sponges, as nuclear waste

could not know that it would take two centuries for these

clean up materials and as

materials to demonstrate and realise their potential. But

water

when it did happen in the second half of the 20th century,

washing powders, as well

their success was overwhelming. Largely unknown to the

as essential catalysts in oil refining for the production of

general public, zeolites have become essential for a host of

petrol and diesel and in petrochemical industries making

major industrial developments, and scientific studies into

plastics and synthetic fibres.

zeolite science have increased dramatically over recent

softeners

in

This presentation aims to give a brief overview of zeolite

and

science and practice, as well as to demonstrate the natural

application of these versatile materials. It is estimated that 5

beauty of zeolite structures and their remarkable properties.

decades,

reflecting

the

growing

understanding

million tons of natural zeolites are mined and 2 million tons

May Meeting and ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING:

May 9th, 2014

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS: A walk on the Chalk side Part 2:
The magic of Flint; a never ending story
Prof. Rory Mortimore
6.

Flint is inextricably interlinked with

Distribution of flint and

chalk in many parts of the World

basin analysis (shelf to deep-

including

water).

North

West

Europe.

What

controls

the

Continuing last year’s theme of trying

absence of flint in some areas

to answer the seemingly simplest yet

and lots of flint bands in other

most difficult questions relating to the

areas?

origin

7.

of

Chalk

this

year’s

talk

Fragmented flints such as

illustrates the role of flint in helping to

the ‘Mish-Mash’ Flints and the

unravel some of these mysteries. In

flints of Etretat and Hope Gap

this quest some the topics to be

occur in bedding plane slips and

covered include:

in slump bedding. How can

1. Nature of flint in bedding. What

strong flints fragment in very

controls

weak, soft chalks?

the

apparently

‘cyclic’

recurrence of flint bands?

8.

2. Recurrence of types of flint and do

reworking has occurred flints

these reflect large-scale sedimentary

are absent. What happens to the

cycles?

host sediment to prevent flint

3. Some remarkable flint bands (Criel

formation.

Paramoudras, Lewes Tubulars, Cuilfail

9.

Zoophycos,

tunnel face.

Seven

Sisters

Semi

In areas where intra-chalk

Flints as a pain in the

Tabular).

10. Flints

4. Preservation of fossils (uncrushed)

water flow horizons and the

as

impermeable

trace fossils (unsquashed), and early

development of cave systems.

fractures illustrate the early onset of
flint formation.

>DKGHNLGANHCMNMGAN1JMHL@MIEFNKGNHCMN,JKHKFCNLJML9N

5. Correlation of flint bands and flint types (long distance –

Flint bands continue into the youngest Maastrichtian chalk

thousands of kilometres). How do we identify the same flint

of Norfolk and Northern Ireland and siliceous chalks and

band in widely separated areas?

reworked flints are a feature of end Cretaceous deposits of
the Inner Hebrides.

Magazine of the Geologists’ Association Vol. 13, No.1 2014
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June Meeting:

June 6th, 2014

Big, bad and bizarre, the devil frog from the Late Cretaceous
of Madagascar
Susan E. Evans
Madagascar is one of the largest islands in the world and,
as a result of both its isolation and geological history, is home
to a diverse and unusual collection of animals and plants. The
extant frog fauna of the island is exceptionally rich and
almost completely endemic. Understanding of the history and
relationships of these frogs has been greatly advanced by
molecular studies, but very little is known of their fossil
history. Until recently, the fossil record of frogs on
Madagascar was limited to a single specimen of the Early
Triassic proto-frog, Triadobatrachus. However, over several
decades, palaeontologists from Stony Brook University, New
York, have led field work in the Upper Cretaceous
(Maastrichtian) rocks of the Mahajunga Basin in the north
west of the island.
These deposits have produced a diverse fossil assemblage
including dinosaurs, crocodiles, turtles, rare lizard remains,
mammals and primitive birds. In 2008, we named the first
fossil frog from the deposit, based on a small collection of
distinctive

skull

fragments.

The

large

size,

heavy

ornamentation, and inferred predatory nature of this frog led
us to name it Beelzebufo. Beelzebub, lords of the flies,

eardrum, suggest it may have survived periods of seasonal

seemed rather appropriate. More recently, new material of

aridity underground. Oddly, phylogenetic analysis continues

the skull and postcranial skeleton has shown Beelzebufo to

to place it with South American ceratophryid (‘Pacman’) frogs

have been even more bizarre than we originally interpreted.

rather

Various features of its anatomy, including the absence of an

palaeobiogeographical conundrum.

than

African

ones,

posing

something

of

a

GEOLOGISTS’ ASSOCIATION ANNUAL DINNER FRIDAY 9TH MAY 2014

Join us for the GA annual dinner which takes place in the historic surroundings of the Lower Library of the
Geological Society. It will be held after the AGM and Professor Rory Mortimore’s final Presidential Address.
The cost is £35 per person, which includes a sherry reception, and a two course hot buffet.
Book now either by phone (020 7434 9298), or email admin@geologistsassociation.org.uk.
Please make cheques payable to “Geologists’ Association”.
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Opinion Article
Shale gas potential under Northern England

David A. G. Nowell

- 1 1 1   1- 1   00- 0 1 10
 - 1 
1 - 
8HJIGBNBMIDIBK@LDNFEJ2M=NJMEKJMAN
This BGS report draws on memoirs written to describe
sheets in the 1:50,000 geological map series, including key
Pennine sheets with extensive three-dimensional outcrops of
these classic formations, plus a more recent series of
subsurface memoirs drawing on
seismic reflection surveys and
other geophysical data coupled
with discrete borehole data. These
were written long before the latest
wave of early retirements and
redundancies meant that the
British Geological Survey (whose
pension liabilities don’t count
towards its annual budget) lost its
capacity to undertake rigorous and
detailed systematic surveys.
While the Natural Environment
Research Council might not
consider this to be of much merit,
without such mundane work the
hole in the ozone layer would not
have been spotted by the British
Antarctic Survey making routine
readings questioning the satellite
data: NASA had been filtering off
#KAMJNMG2KJIG?MGHLDN@IGHMHN
low ozone readings, assuming
Another BGS report about the
they were in error! Soon, as a
Jurassic sediments of the Weald
result of NERC and government
basin between London, Hampshire
policy, the BGS will lack enough
and the Sussex coast is due out. In
staff with the hands-on knowledge
the meantime the focus has shifted
and
diverse
experience
to
from the original fracking-induced
>KBEJMN4:N3CMNMHMGHNI;N8HJLHMBK@N)G2KJIG?MGH
maintain its integrity as a key
quakes near Blackpool in 2011 to
/FFMFF?MGHN8)/NLJMLFNKGN0M<LJH?MGHNI;N)GMJB=
source
of
impartial
and
protests last summer at Balcombe
LGAN1DK?LHMN1CLGBMN@IGFEDHLHKIGNL6IEHNIGFCIJM
trustworthy information with the
in West Sussex, where the same
DK@MGFKGBNLJMLF
capacity to rapidly undertake
company, Cuadrilla, was drilling
at an old well site where possible reserves might fail to flow independent assessments including fresh fieldwork. The BGS
by conventional methods. At that stage work would have to has a wider custodianship and advisory role beyond
stop while an application was made to permit fracking to go conducting narrowly defined research, so that it needs to
ahead. All this endless fuss diverts attention from making maintain a breadth of often at first sight esoteric expertise,
carbon capture and storage (which can also trigger small as for example when volcanic ash closed down much of
earth tremors) a technically viable solution for generating western European airspace in 2010.
Last year as the increasingly polarized fracking debate
flared up, the British Geological Survey released a well
illustrated report on the Carboniferous shale gas potential of
northern England. (It can be freely downloaded at
https://www.gov.uk/
government/publications/bowlandshale-gas-study). This appraisal received widespread media
coverage with maps clearly showing readers the separate
distribution of the Upper and Lower
Bowland shales across much of
Lancashire, Cheshire Basin and
large parts of Yorkshire (the
Bowland-Hodder unit, deposited
during the Visean and Namurian
epochs in a series of sedimentary
basins). This assessment estimated
1,300 trillion cubic feet (37.6 trillion
cubic metres, within a range of 23.3
to 64.6) of shale gas may lie
trapped within the Upper and Lower
Bowland shales buried at least
1,500m below ground, the depth
normally required to provide
enough overlying pressure to allow
for successful extraction in the
U.S.A., of which around a tenth
may be recoverable reserves.

electricity from hydrocarbons without exacerbating future
global warming, while at first enhancing oil recovery from
under the North Sea (Geology Today 2009, v.25, p.49).
Indeed, Zoe Williams commenting in the Guardian (15
August, +    0. 11/ 11   0 1 10   -  1 1 
/) pointed out how these wider issues are complex and
not a case of obvious binary choices between fracking and
decarbonisation. Government policy needs to consolidate a
move from coal to gas without undue faith in fracking killing
off investment in renewables. As she also pointed out, all
energy
production,
including
windfarms,
caused
environmental damage, and she wrote most tellingly: 
   1  0-1 -
 / 1   1 1   

LKGHLKGKGBN@IG;KAMG@M
Furthermore, if shale gas extraction does take off, extra
staff will be needed at all stages of the process including
interpreting newly acquired data, if wider public confidence is
to be maintained. This is not helped by trespassing on private
land while conducting seismic surveys being misreported as
$ -/    !-0 -  1 - 10

-1 - 0 
1  /-  1  (Guardian, 2 August 2013). I pity
students undertaking fieldwork having to explain the
difference to an irate landowner when they simply want
permission to walk around mapping. Such paranoia will be
further fuelled by reports that +  0  ,&- 0-
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.1 1     -/  in the Guardian (18 December 2013),
based on a Department of Energy and Climate Change
“Strategic Environmental Assessment for Further Onshore Oil
and Gas Licensing” consultation (debunked by the Carbon
Brief blog http://www.carbonbrief.org/blog/2012/12/howmuch-shale-gas-has-the-uk-got/). Though other media
outlets opted for around half, they all ignored the fact that
this included existing conventional oil and gas blocks (based
on the OS 10 km grid – so peripheral areas were added to the
grand total), and even rather limited virgin coalbed methane
in addition to unconventional shale gas and oil. Given that the
consultation includes all other significant areas, the omission
of the Oxfordshire coalfield beneath David Cameron’s Witney
constituency is rather an odd coincidence. Back in 1960-61,
when the geological survey was able to occasionally drill
boreholes nearly a mile deep, 20 coal seams over 45 cm thick
were logged at Apley Barn just outside the town (Bulletin of
the Geological Survey of Great Britain No. 29, HMSO 1969).
Since then, successive cuts to its core funding mean that we
still know relatively little about the basement geology of
areas without any hydrocarbon potential like Hertfordshire
and Suffolk - areas which might be a suitable locality for a
nuclear waste repository beneath an impermeable Gault Clay
seal. Furthermore, this report asks for views on the surface
impact of drilling sites, without considering areas lacking
modern geological mapping with which to effectively assess
in an impartial manner risks such as ground water pollution
and flooding.
#KDD;EDNKBGIJLG@M
Unfortunately, almost everybody has seen the clip of flaming
tap-water from the polemic 2010 documentary Gasland,
which fails to mention that methane has been a well known
hazard in water wells for many decades. Geochemical tests
would be required to show its source - including rotting
landfill, coal mining, and conventional oil and gas exploration.
However, it is rather unhelpful when a report on ( 1 -
 11   1 -  1 
 /-10  -1 0/  - 0  1 (9 September 2013), co-authored by
David MacKay FRS, the Department of Energy and Climate
Change's chief scientific adviser, compared mildly radioactive
waste water to bananas on page 16: one 15,000 tonne flush
could easily yield the equivalent of between 15 and 90 million
bananas. Unlike rotten fruit, water can easily evaporate and
flow, and geochemical reactions including differential
biological uptake pathways and environmental concentration
or dispersal of toxic chemical compounds are a highly
complex matter, not to be brushed off so lightly.
8CL5=NBJIEGA
The quakes generated by experimental drilling near
Blackpool, Lancashire, measuring 2.3 and 1.5 in April and
May 2011, were small even compared to the ones generated
by longwall mining: Stoke-on-Trent experienced a magnitude
3.3 event in 1980. Former coalfields continue to get minor
tremors as old mine workings slowly subside. Due to
reservoir compaction causing faulting above gas extraction in
the northeast Netherlands, the Groningen area is
experiencing increasingly significant tremors, including a 3.4
event in August 2012 at a depth of around 3 km. A follow-up
study showed a correlation between seismicity and
production with future magnitudes below 5, given that the
similar Rotenburg gas field in Northern Germany had a 4.4
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quake in October 2004, while the Lac gas field experienced
local magnitudes up to 4.2 in the vicinity of the French
Pyrenees. Roughly once a decade Britain can expect a
relatively small magnitude 5 earthquake with lethal potential:
earthquakes are measured on a logarithmic scale, so that,
while the amount by which the ground shakes goes up ten
times for each whole number (the Richter scale is
obsolescent), the amount of energy released goes up by
around 32 times. In this context for the media to go on about
earthquakes rather than tremors is frankly insulting to the
victims of these really tragic disasters.
8MJKIEFNEMFHKIGFNJM?LKG
Friends of the Earth rightly question the economics and
worry about the overall environmental impact of fracking including methane leakage from poorly constructed wells, as
this is a far more potent greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide.
Given this, the BGS have been sampling ground and stream
waters to establish natural methane levels to monitor future
fracking operations. However, I feel environmental groups
would be far more credible if they focused on our profligate
use of resources, including complex discounts for multiple
purchases so more food ends up being thrown away.
Larger schools mean longer average journeys, and a lack of
suitable housing has resulted in greater commuting
distances. Last year a local pub was refurbished and
extended without planning permission requiring double
glazing for a nondescript cold and draughty building. Unlike
campaigns against corporate tax avoidance, nobody pickets
shops whose head offices insist on them keeping their doors
wide open during winter. Like legislation banning smoking
indoors, statutory regulation would provide a level playing
field: it must be hard for children to take lessons about
climate change seriously when they see such gratuitous
waste in their everyday lives. Many live in cold homes, poorly
insulated and maintained: European countries with a similar
climate use far less energy ( -   0-  1-  1
-  #
1    /    1-, The Guardian 29
November 2013). Less than half the energy is used heating a
typical pre-1920 detached house in Germany, while in
Sweden it is only a third. Homes built in the 1980s compare
just as badly, and the specialist report highlighted poor
workmanship being a key barrier to home improvements in
Britain, where builders do not have to have legally recognized
professional qualifications and anybody can call themselves
an engineer.
$IDKHK@LDN2IDHMN;L@M
Unlike the demise of deep coalmining, these days the British
government appears to be more worried about our balance of
payments and energy security, to the point of reducing tax
rates while repeating the mistakes of North Sea oil and gas
taxation: our neighbours have tax escalators so that windfall
profits due to increases in global energy prices are fairly
distributed. However, the consultation suggest local
communities should be paid £100,000 and one per cent of
any revenues for each well-site, but it is unclear how this will
be distributed: parishes are too small and district councils
rather too large to compensate those facing the most
disruption, while payments could sway councillors voting in
the planning process. While the Daily Telegraph quoted
Professor Peter Styles, at Keele University, about how
fracking has been used over the last couple of decades to
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recover oil and gas from onshore wells in Britain including
Wytch Farm in Dorset (10 August 2013,  1-
1 1
 -/  - 0 1 01   1   -  ), these wellstimulation techniques are naturally different: conventional
reservoirs are porous and usually consist of permeable
sediments like sandstones, while shales are impermeable
clays which have been mildly baked by shallow burial and
heating after their deposition. It would thus be helpful to
distinguish between permeable and impermeable fracking:
flushing out conventional hydrocarbons by pumping in water
using “permeable fracking” is a technically distinct process.
Clays and shales are normally considered to be aquicludes
which act as impermeable layers between aquifers so that if
it is done correctly “impermeable fracking” of shales by
injecting sand to open up cracks to yield gas should pose no
risk to our usual water supplies unless the well casing
towards the surface is breached.
$MGG=N7KFMN<IEGAN;IIDKFC
There is a real danger that potential site selection will not
be guided by geological considerations to minimize the risks
from surface spills. Local ground conditions can make it much
harder to contain pollution incidents than in locations with
relatively impermeable soils. While some areas are covered
by state of the art 1:50,000 sheets based on fresh 1:10,000

geological mapping, the coast from Bootle to Fleetwood
(mantled with peat and other often vulnerable superficial
deposits) has only outdated (sometimes basically Victorian)
surveys. The same goes for much of Cheshire and Yorkshire
underlain by these shales at suitable depths. Furthermore,
for the lack of a few million pounds a year to continue
systematic geological mapping, with a third of Britain still not
covered by anything approaching modern standards, future
governments will continue to make expensive planning
mistakes. Unforeseen ground conditions are used as an
excuse for inadequate site investigations, and unlike our
archaeological heritage temporary sections do not have to be
recorded to increase our overall knowledge about local
ground conditions. Nor, when it comes to the long-term
disposal of high-level nuclear waste, has the BGS over recent
decades been funded to explore in depth geologically stable
areas with no foreseeable deep potential mineral resources.
Shale gas exploration will only increase this imbalance in our
knowledge about the underlying geology of Britain. Indeed,
the Bowland Shale pops up in places along the bottom of the
2 km deep cross-sections on the new 1:50,000 bedrock
geology map of Wigan (Sheet 84), below the very coal
measures which fuelled the Industrial Revolution upon which
Britain’s industrial wealth was originally built.
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FIELD MEETING REPORT:
Geology of the Borderlais, Bordeaux, France
Leader: Prof. Jean-Pierre Tastet

May, 2013

Reporter & Photo’s: David & Anne Bone

The ‘Geology of the Borderlais’ (perhaps more memorable
for the wine-tasting) was led by Prof. Jean-Pierre Tastet
(University of Bordeaux), ably assisted by his friend and
colleague Prof. Graham Evans (University of Southampton).
Jean-Pierre has a lifetime experience of Bordeaux geology
and has also investigated the local geology and soil types for
many of the region’s château (as the vineyards are known)
(Fig. 1). The Bordeaux area and Gironde valley is
characterised by Quaternary fluvial terraces with sedimentary
sequences that relate to differential erosion of the Alpine

taste the old vintage wines that we saw in some of the cellars
but Jean-Pierre had arranged a climax to the trip for us –
more about our last day later.
Apart from looking at vineyards and soils, we made visits to
the dramatic Atlantic coastline south of the Gironde estuary
(Fig. 3). Here, the long-shore drift has created a distinctive
north-south more or less straight coastline with sand dunes,
now mostly stabilised by being forested in the Napoleonic
period. The crescent shapes of the sand dunes can still be
seen in the landscape and we were given a fascinating
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rocks in the headwaters of the river catchment. We were
shown, with frequent tastings of the wines, how the river
terraces are subtly or sometimes significantly different from
the others, creating a range of ‘terroir’ for different grape
varieties.
Our group of 17 stayed in a small Apart-hotel in a somewhat
run-down area on the edge of Bordeaux, within walking
distance of the town centre but needing the careful
negotiation of water-pipe replacement works and frequent
deposits of the canine variety. What the hotel lacked was
made up for in the quality of the excursions, meals and winetastings although details of which château we visited on
which day is now a faded memory (Fig. 2). Memorable meals
included a two and a half hour lunch with unlimited wine, a
picnic in the pine forest (with plenty of wine...), and the
picnic in the château on the last day during a brief rain
shower.
Vineyard visits were excellent; from the small family-run
château to the large commercial names. All were
accompanied by a look at the range of soil types, a tour of
the production process and the cellars, followed by winetastings and a challenge to identify the soil on which the vines
were grown. Probably the general consensus was that the
effect of the geology, principally limestone or chert/flint soils,
was detectable but became less obvious with increasing
technical input in the wine-making process. We didn’t get to
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explanation of their formation. The mobility of this coast was
clearly seen in modern attempts at preventing coastal erosion
(some partly successful), the mid-11th century church at
Soulac (excavated from beneath encroaching dunes) and the
stunning 80 metre-high dune at Dune du Pilat with slopes
dropping majestically to the beach, especially when set

>KBEJMN%:N/HN$IKGHMNAMN JL2MNIGNHCMN KJIGAMNMFHELJ=9N
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against threatening dark skies (Fig. 4). Wind erosion of the
seaward side has revealed layers of carbonaceous debris,
former soil horizons engulfed by the migrating dune system,
complete with fragments of ancient pottery.
We also stopped on the shore of Étang de Cazaux et de
Sanguinet, a large freshwater lake trapped inland of the
coastal dunes. Originally a tidal inlet, the encroaching dunes
gradually blocked off the outlet to the sea some 6,000 years
ago. The slowly increasing water depth of the lake flooded
sites dating from the Bronze Age to the Roman period –
including settlements, iron working sites and numerous long
boats. Underwater excavations by local amateur
archaeologists have revealed a fascinating history of the
area, well illustrated in the volunteer-run museum at
Sanguinet. A visit to the ruins of the Gallo-Roman town at
Brion, now a deserted archaeological site remote from any
water access, also demonstrated the changing nature of the
lowlands around the coast and the Gironde river as a result
of sediment accumulation in historic times.
Heading east from Bordeaux, we visited a number of
vineyards on our way to the region of Saint-Emilion. By this
time, we had got used to the never-ending vista of vines but
the monoculture landscape was still impressive; visions of
south-east England after global warming? After a tour of the
underground stone quarries that now serve as wine cellars at

first tasting at Chateau Peyrot at around 10.00 but the
afternoon culminated with a visit to the top-class vineyard of
Chateau d’Yquem. After the usual tour, we were treated to
the rich sweetness of noble rot Sauterne at the heady price
of €700 a bottle (Fig. 6). We didn’t buy any but it was rather
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Clos Fourtet (Fig. 5) we spent a free afternoon in the historic
town centre of Saint-Emilion. Picturesque in the sunlight with
its historic church, old buildings and cobbled streets with wine
shops on every corner, it was yet another opportunity to
purchase bargain-price wine (assuming you hadn’t already
spent your money on an expensive beer or cup of coffee!).
By the last day, we managed to taste our way through 10
different wines (two of which came in unlimited supply during
the picnic lunch). We were in the Sauterne region with the

nice! The unusual climax was saying goodbye to Clibert, our
able, congenial and ‘can’t drink because I’m driving’ coach
driver. Not only did we send him home with a handsome tip
but also with a Clingfilm covered plastic beaker, half-filled
with probably €30 worth of Chateau d’Yquem.
An excellent trip, only made possible by our host Jean-Pierre
and his contacts in the various châteaux and a life-time
experience of working on the geology of the Bordeaux area.
Thanks to Graham for persuading him to run this trip.
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FIELD MEETING REPORT: The Chalk of Yorkshire
Leader: Prof. Rory Mortimore
As with every field trip led by Rory Mortimore we knew that
this weekend was going to be an inquiry into the known and
the unknown of the Yorkshire Chalk and, as ever, would be
given with his undimmed enthusiasm and generosity. Both in
the field and in the bar Rory gave us a guided insight into
millions of years of marine ecology, the processes during the
Cretaceous that led to the formation of the Chalk, the tectonic
influences that the Chalk was subjected to and when. We
also learnt about the evidence for that tectonism; the longterm and large scale events such as major faults and volcanic
eruptions as well as the short-term and local events like
underwater avalanches and sliding beds. Rory wove a picture
gained from over three decades of work on the Chalk. From
the number that joined us for the weekend I think we can lay
to rest the easy quip that Chalk is boring: that misperception
is long past it’s ‘best-before’ date. Read on and judge for
yourself!
Why is an understanding of Chalk still so important today?
The London Array (the offshore wind farm) covering an area
larger than Greater London (and also the biggest offshore
wind farm in the world) relies on Chalk to anchor the piles
that the turbine pillars sit on. The 21 km of Crossrail tunnels
are being bored through chalk. Potable water supply in parts
of England, an increasing scarce and precious commodity,
relies on the water held in Chalk aquifers. Not to mention the
importance of Chalk as a reservoir for oil in some of the North
Sea Fields. Arguably no other rock is more important!
The Upper Cretaceous (98 to 65 Ma), the period when the
Chalk was laid down, was a hot-house period in Earths’
history and a time of extraordinarily high sea levels. Vast
shallow seas covered parts of what is now Europe. Land in
this area was limited, confined to a few islands. The Atlantic
continued to widen with its attendant volcanism and
earthquakes and Africa collided and rotated into Europe.
The Chalk in Yorkshire has a regional dip of about 10
degrees to the south although the locations we were looking
at on Flamborough Head, due to a syncline with its axis
running through Bridlington, locally had beds dipping towards
the west. These factors dictated our itinerary which was
mostly from oldest to youngest beds during the weekend.
Saturday started with a trip to Speeton Cliffs, our
northernmost location, where the oldest rocks in the Chalk
sequence that we looked at during the weekend were
exposed. To a southerner the sight of red coloured chalk is a
great surprise!
Confusingly although it’s called the ‘Red Chalk’ it is in fact
part of the Albian Stage, a division of the Lower Cretaceous,
and not part of the Upper Cretaceous Chalk Group. This
classification, however, is based on its age determined by
fossils and geochemistry rather than its lithology. Needless to
say, in the past controversy surrounded whether the Red
Chalk should be part of the Chalk Group. But in some ways
this is just a technicality, something for the discontinuous
mind to be concerned about, as the Hunstanton Red Chalk, to
give it its full name, runs into the red coloured Ferriby Chalk,
the lowest layers of the Cenomanian, the start of the Chalk
Group and the Upper Cretaceous. In the south of England the
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  (and calcite nodules)

Ferriby Chalk equivalent is the grey coloured West Melbury
Marly Chalk.
It’s not hard to guess what everyone wanted to know: What
caused the red and pink colouration in the Chalk and how was
the process that led to its formation different to that which
formed the white Chalk?
An explanation was offered; the surfaces of clay minerals in
the marls and the pale-chalk nodules were coated with the
iron-oxide mineral haematite and it is this mineral that gave
the red colour, easily washed off to leave white chalk nodules.
Iron molecules were oxidized on the sea bed which resulted
in a rusty coloured chalk deposit. This took a moment for me
to consider as I’m used to, the perhaps the more usual
association of, dark coloured sediments being laid down in
anoxic conditions and light-coloured in oxygen-rich
conditions. What caused the difference in available oxygen
on and in the sea-bed during deposition is open to speculation
but bacteria may have been involved.
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The other prominent feature that begs a question was the
curious nodularity in the lower part of the Ferriby Chalk
Formation (Figure 2). Looking closer it could be seen that the
nodules were composed of calcite (chalk) enclosed in a red
marl matrix.
Fossils were found in and encrusting the
nodules so they were a part of the original sediment. Some
dissolution and/or precipitation of calcite might have taken
place. Fossils including inoceramid bivalves were relatively
common in the marly layers. These observations indicate an
early formation of the nodular texture.
An interesting discovery was made on the beach as we
made our way back for lunch; a weathered tiny Paramoudra
flint was found lying amongst the pebbles (Figure 3). The
millimetre thin trace fossil in the centre (Bathichnus
paramoudrae) was clearly visible (Figure 3). The surrounding
Paramoudra flint is usually metres in diameter (and the word
giant is often used in conjunction with Paramoudra) this is a
fascinating curiosity. The flint has probably been reduced in
size by marine erosion.
On Saturday afternoon we headed a few kilometres south
towards the tip of Flamborough Head, a tongue of land
sticking defiantly into the North Sea. This is another feature
we don’t see in our southern Chalk; clearly the Chalk in the
north is made of sterner stuff. Our first visit in this area was
to Flamborough North Landing, a bay cut into Flamborough
Head.
We had now moved up the succession to the Burnham Chalk
Formation (the southern equivalent being Lewes Nodular and
Seaford Chalk formations) laid down about 85 million years
ago.
Why are the Yorkshire Chalks harder, more dense and of
lower porosity than their equivalent age counterparts in East
Anglia and Southern England? Gravity anomalies in the
region have led to speculation that there may have been
granite emplacements deep under the Yorkshire Wolds, as
well as under what is now the North Sea and the Wash. Heat
and hot fluids from these bodies, over a period of hundreds
to thousands of years, may have produced low grade
metamorphsism turning the once soft porous chalk, similar to
the rock we find in the south, into the more compact and
cemented rock of Yorkshire.
It’s not just the northern chalk that is different to the
southern counterpart; Yorkshire flints are very different as
well being grey and blotchy and frequently have chalk

>KBEJMN%9NN/NHKG=N$LJL?IEAJL9

nodules in them. It’s tempting to say that southern flints are
of a superior quality being, largely, a uniform black colour.
My guess is that Stone Age man would have probably agreed.
The processes that were happening, whilst the chalk was
being laid down, could change significantly over time and
locality. For example we saw laminations in one layer of the
chalk that Rory interpreted as having been caused by the reworking of the chalk whilst it had been on the sea-bed. But,
as he frequently reminded us, due of the limited number of
exposures of the chalk there is need to be cautious in making
interpretations as to how significant such a feature is. There
is often uncertainty as to whether such features are
extensive, caused by a large scale phenomena or event, or
whether they are just a local feature confined to one area of
the sea-bed that happens to be exposed and examined.
However, there are features in the Chalk that have been
shown to correlate over great distances of NW Europe and
also mark the end of an old and beginning of a new biological
chapter. Species below and above a layer are different (a
biostratigraphical boundary). The Ulceby Marl (the equivalent
of the Lewes Marl in the south) is one such feature. Through
geochemical analysis this has been identified as volcanic in
origin, it is in fact one of the key marker volcanogenic marls
of the Upper Turonian (about 90 Ma) of Europe. The marl

>KBEJMN9NN>DL?6IJIEBCN-IJHCN*LGAKGB

formed as a result of the weathering of the ash cloud that
blanketed a vast area of the Boreal Sea covering NW Europe.
In the field the marl has a buttery feel and green hue,
contrasting it with non-volcanogenic marl seams which are
more brittle and lighter coloured. Detailed analysis using
isotope ratios determined more than it was just volcanic ash;
the ash was rhyolitic and as such associated with eruptions
from off-ocean-ridge volcanoes. But which ocean ridge
volcanoes are unknown. Certainly there were volcanoes of
this type associated with the North Atlantic to the West.
The south side of the bay at Flamborough North Landing
provided a graphic illustration of how caves originate at marl
seams (Figure 4). All of the caves in the image originate
from the same marl seam. Caves enlarge to become isolated
stacks, a feature of Yorkshire coastal chalk. The pairs of
fractures making up conjugate fractures form at right angle
to each other, a different angle to the conjugate fractures in
the south.
The more energetic of us opted for a cliff-top walk from
Flamborough North Landing to Great Thornwick Bay where
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we saw the Triple Tabular Flints which form the base of the
Burnham Formation. As with the marl seams, on which caves
and ultimately stacks form, these flint bands have had a
profound effect on the landscape. Over vast amounts of time
these highly resistant layers form scarps in the Yorkshire
Wolds; a landscape feature that is crucial in mapping the
geology of the region. It’s fascinating to think that conditions

tectonic conditions during the Upper Cretaceous. Another
reminder that all is not known about the Chalk and that
future insight may yet significantly change our understanding
of this period.
Sunday began with a visit to Selwicks Bay, a couple of
kilometres south of Thornwick Bay and almost at the tip of
Flamborough Head. The entire bay is within the Burnham
and Flamborough Chalk Formations laid down about 85 to 80
Ma. Late Cretaceous to Tertiary compressional forces thrust
the older layers of chalk (Figure 7 to the right, north, of the
steps) over younger chalk (on the left, south, of the steps).
This is the imbricate zone within the Flamborough Fault Belt
The stream at the head of the bay abruptly changes
direction following the line of the thrust plane of the fault (in
Figure 10 the stream, a dark smudge, in the centre of the
image to the right of the steps changes direction near the
base of the steps). Above the thrust plane the same stream
follows another part of the Flamborough Fault Belt as does
the bay itself. Both the bay and stream are examples of how
water has exploited fractures in the rock created by
movement on the fault. It’s also an illustration of how
features in the landscape such as lines of watercourses and
bays may indicate an underlying tectonic structure.
The Flamborough Fault Belt, an east-west structure, is a
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and events in the sea in which this chalk was laid down about
90 million years ago had a significant effect on the landscape
we know today. Without these flint bands the Wolds would
look profoundly different.
As an aside the name, the Chalk hills of Yorkshire are called,
the Wolds. This name has the same origin, forest, as Weald.
Curiously though, in Sussex, the Weald is the name given to
the lowland which lies between the Chalk hills of the North
and South Downs.
At Flamborough North Landing and Thornwick Bay nodular
flints give way to tabular flints which give way to carious flints
(carious means holey, as in dental caries). What controls
these stratigraphic changes? Rory informed us are that these
changes in flint types are present over vast areas of Europe.
Is it due to the depth of deposition or due to events or
conditions after deposition? Unlocking these unknowns may
give us deeper insights into the changes in climatic and
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reawakened older basement fault which has been shown to
have moved in at least four phases at Selwicks Bay. Careful
teasing out of the time sequence of successive movements
on this fault has revealed episodes of stress and changes in
the stress fields that this area was subjected to. These
movements can be correlated to major tectonic events
waxing and waning during the Upper Cretaceous, as well as
earlier and later times. These include the collision of Africa
with Europe and its rotation by 25 degrees. Movement on the
Flamborough Fault probably also affected sedimentation in
the area. As with other areas these tectonic axes are
important in understanding points of change: why and where
lithology’s and bed thickness vary.
Within only about 80 metres of the crumpled imbricate zone
the individual layers are almost horizontal. Closer
examination of the rocks between those horizontally bedded
and the imbricate zone revealed a number of smaller faults
that had acted as an effective shock absorber localising the
impact of the fault.
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Within the imbricate zone, to the south of the old steps at
Selwicks Bay, Rory pointed out cavities (vughs) in the chalk
which were lined with calcite crystals (Figure 8). He explained
that the crystals didn’t form in a single event but grew in
stages. With each tectonic pulse a new layer of crystal was
laid down. By carefully sampling and analysis of the isotopes
within each of these Russian doll-like layers of a crystal, a
sequence of when the tectonic pulses occurred could be built
up. Chemical analysis of bulk samples on the other hand, as
has been carried out in the past, have missed the presence
of these distinct episodes of mineralization. Each crystal
growth corresponding to a pulse of fluids separated in time.
It is only with this painstakingly detailed analysis that the
true picture of events and the meaning of those events
emerge. Another feature of great interest and speculation,
and relatively common in Yorkshire Chalk, are stylolites;
narrow bands in the chalk, like the dark pen-drawn traces of
an unwound seismograph chart trace or as one member of
the group observed like the suture-lines of an ammonite.
Stylolites seem to be related to deformation phases that the
chalk was subjected too. But where do Stylolites fit into the
sequence of post-depositional processes? Has one layer of
chalk differentially moved against another? Or as some,
though definitely not Rory, have argued; stylolites may be the
residue, of a massive loss (> 50%), through dissolution, of
overlying layers of chalk. For now stylolites remain curious
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traces in the Chalk that will undoubtedly in the future reveal
another fascinating insight into the processes that the Chalk
has undergone when someone demonstrates their cause.
Having seen the abundant evidence of the tectonic influences
that the Chalk at Selwicks Bay had been subjected to,
sometime after it was consolidated, Rory pointed out marks
in the rock which record an event that happened when the
chalk sediment was still unconsolidated; synsedimentary
slumping. A record of a submarine earthquake? Or perhaps
where sediment, settling on a gentle gradient, became
unstable and periodically avalanched down the slope. Further
evidence of penecontemporaneous (at, or around, the time
the sediment was deposited) movement were seen with pinch
and swell structures: the swells in the image have been
eroded). These were formed when entire beds slipped along
a marl seam. These structures differ to the previously
mentioned slumping, where it was the contents of the bed

>KBEJMN9NN1LD@KHMN2EBCFNKGN1CLD5NLHN8MD7K@5FN,L=

which moved, rather than here where it was the entire bed
that moved. Appreciation of the location of marl seams, and
the Chalk formations which contain conjugate fractures in
them (Flamborough Chalk), is vital to an understanding of
the hydrogeology of the area. Where the conjugate fractures
intersect on a marl seam, the weaken intersection point
subsequently erodes to form a pipe (Figure 9) which can be
an important subterranean water channel. Conjugate
fractures also control the formation of caves and stacks that
Yorkshire Chalk is renowned for. It is interesting to note that
the equivalent of the Flambourough Chalk in the south is the
Newhaven Chalk, which also forms caves but these don’t
develop into stacks due to One of the fractures of the
Flamborough Fault Belt runs out to sea through the centre of
Selwicks Bay.
The zone of this fracture is strikingly
highlighted, as a band of fractured chalk embedded in a
crystalline calcite matrix, where it has been polished by the
action of sea. The calcite crystals were formed as a result of
the fracture allowing calcium carbonate-saturated water to
percolate up through the strata, precipitating calcite crystals
in veins and cementing the chalk fragments to form a breccia.
Selwicks Bay had proved to be a veritable treasure-trove of
interesting features. A couple of us, though, couldn’t resist
the temptation of one last addition to this; finding some
actual treasure. Trapped by pools in the chalk were small
pebbles of the semi-precious stone jet, fossilised wood from
a Jurassic relative of the Monkey Puzzle tree, that had
probably been wrenched by storms from off-shore seams 40
km to the north, just south of Whitby, and because of their
lightness washed ashore.
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If you need a more stark illustration as to there being a when siting and anchoring piles for wind turbines.
North South divide, on Chalk hardness that is, look no further
Periglacial deep weathering has resulted in the chalk being
than the Old Lighthouse at Flamborough Head. This, slender, very fractured. It’s a curious site, for a southerner, to see the
four story structure is built from chalk!
Not just the beach made up of predominately chalk pebbles! Another
occasional block of exceptionally hard chalk used within a reminder that northern chalk is very much harder than its
building or as an infill
southern equivalent.
behind a more resistant
On the beach in front of
stone façade, as we’re
Danes Dyke there are a
used to seeing in the
number
of
curious
south, but this was
patterns formed by the
structurally sound rock
rocks poking through
used to build a tall
the sand, like the
structure
on
an
petrified remains of a
extremely
exposed
fleet of upturned boat
headland. Why are the
hulls (Figure 11). These
chalks of the Northern
are the remnants of
and Southern Provinces
small
eroded
chalk
so different? Although
domes lying adjacent to
broadly laid down in the
each
other.
These
same Boreal Sea the
structures, only tens of
conditions
of
metres across, were
sedimentation
were
formed as a result of
probably very different
weak folding.
In the
on the sea-bed. We saw
image, it’s possible to
the Red Chalk and
make out, that in just in
>KBEJMN4(9NN0LGMFN0=5M9
nodularity in the Ferriby
the space of a few
Chalk – very different to
metres, the strata dips
the Grey Chalk of Beachy
in a variety of directions.
Head, and flints of a
Our final destination
>KBEJMN449NN0I?KGBNI;N@CLD5NIGN6ML@CNLHN8MD7K@5"FN,L=
special
type
were
was Sewerby Rocks, a
abundant in the Welton
bit less than a mile and a
Chalk Formation, the
half west of Danes Dyke,
northern equivalent of
and almost at the
the flintless New Pit
eastern
edge
of
Chalk Formation North of
Bridlington town. This
the Wash the Chalks
was an appropriate end
formed in a ‘North Sea
for a field trip on the
Basin and developed
Yorkshire Chalk as it
their
own
unique
marked the southern
lithologies. In addition
edge of the Chalk in
the Northern Chalk is
Yorkshire. The section in
harder, possibly because
the cliff at Sewerby, the
of different underlying
ancient sea cliff edge,
thermal gradients related
marks the southern
to granites.
edge of the Wolds. All of
After lunch we moved
the features that you
from
the
tip
of
would expect to find in a
Flamborough Head about
modern Chalk cliff and
two and a half miles
beach were present, a
westwards along the coast to the southern side of raised beach with pebbles and a cliff collapse covering it (all
Flamorough Head to Danes Dyke (Figure 10). The Danish that was missing was ubiquitous twenty first century curse of
Vikings who settled in this part of England may have achieved waste plastic!). There was also another reason to end the trip
many heroic things but claiming to have dug this ravine was at this point. We had placed ourselves in very exposed places
not one of them, though no doubt, for bravado, they all weekend and had been exceptionally lucky with the
encouraged local people to believe that they did! This is a weather. By good fortune we had even dodged an earlier
paleo-valley cut into the Chalk along a pre-existing fault line. deluge whilst in our cars journeying between Danes Dyke and
The beds at Danes Dyke, due to the Bridlington syncline, are Sewerby but the storm clouds were still threatening. As if on
younger and entirely within the upper members of the cue the heavens opened up just as we reached our cars and
Flamborough Formation. The Chalk is capped with a similar with undignified haste we said our thanks and goodbyes and
height of Quaternary deposit (mostly till) sitting dived into our cars for refuge. Very many thanks to Rory for
unconformably on it. Rory pointed out that paleo-valleys a superb and memorable weekend.
such as this are excellent analogues for similar off-shore
features; important in understanding the North Sea sea-bed
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FIELD MEETING REPORT: Kensworth Quarry &
surrounding Chalk Pits
Leader: Dr. Haydon W. Bailey
The group assembled at 10.00am on an overcast but dry
day, taking over Totternhoe Knolls Car park (SP 986 216)
from the dog walkers. Before we climbed up the slope at the
back of the car park and walked a nature reserve to the
quarry our leader Haydon Bailey gave us a brief introduction
to the Upper Cretaceous chalk succession and the history of
quarrying these deposits in this area. The Totternhoe stone is
located in the middle of the Grey Chalk (Lower Chalk)
succession, at the Zig Zag/Westbury Formation boundary and
the beds are usually about 1m thick along the Chilterns,
however, here they are 5-7m thick and we were asked to
think why. It is a freestone, with no bedding planes or joints
and can be broken up into large blocks. Although it doesn’t
weather very well, many of the local Norman churches are
built of it as it is the only building stone available in this area.
Like many chalks it is relatively soft when first quarried and
is therefore easily worked by masons. Over time it loses any
original moisture and hardens.
The stone has been worked here since Roman times and
was actively mined until the 1880’s. Rugby Portland Cement
worked the quarry until the 1960’s when it finally closed
down. The stone quarry was then re-opened in the 1970’s
when the Duke of Bedford was looking for stone to renovate

May 18th, 2013

Reporter & Photo’s: Lesley Exton
via pipeline to the Cemex Rugby cement works. After a long
walk in, we stopped to take in an overview of the whole
quarry noting the clay pipes in the face opposite (some 300m
away), some of which went down 30-40m through the chalk.
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We started at the top of the succession, which is at the
bottom of the White Chalk Subgroup (Upper Chalk).
Sedimentation here had been very slow and the resulting
chalk was extensively burrowed and unlike anything most of
us had seen before. It was also extremely hard as Tom
Foggerty found out trying to extract the best find of the day,
a sharks tooth. (Fig. 3).
Following Rory Mortimore’s chalk succession column of the
quarry published in the GCR volume in 2001 and reproduced
in our field guide we walked down into the lower White Chalk
(Middle Chalk) identifying each of the flint and marl beds as
we went. The flint beds get less common as you descend; this
is due to the increase of clay at the time of deposition, which
absorbs the silica so it is no longer free to crystallize out. We
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Woburn Abbey and there has been enough work to keep it
open ever since. It is a small scale operation, just one man
and his digger.
The stone itself is a massive grey-brown calcarenitic
limestone, formed of bioclastic shell debris in a limey matrix,
with phosphatic clasts or pebbles in the lower part. At
Totternhoe it was deposited in a channel which cuts into the
underlying Westbury Marly Chalk to at least the level of the
Doolittle Limestone. The Totternhoe Stone occurs at the same
level as the Channel Tunnel was cut so the same microfossil
fauna is found through both. The party walked down into the
working part of the quarry and after stopping to examine a
35cm section of an ammonite (Lewesiceras) went searching
for their own finds.(Fig. 1) My own find turned out to be a
part of a shark’s vertebra. (Fig. 2)
After lunch at Dunstable Downs Visitors Centre we
continued on to Kensworth Quarry (TL 015 197) the UK’s
largest, and probably best hidden working chalk quarry. It
produces c. 8,000 tons of chalk per day which is transferred
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eventually walked down into unknown territory; the current
quarry floor is about 10-12m below the current logged
succession. We ended the day examining the clay pipes close
up, some of which were filled with flints, before beginning the
long walk back out of the quarry.
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CIRCULAR No. 998 March, 2014
PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION FOR FIELD MEETINGS
ENQUIRIES & BOOKINGS: Geoff Swann organises day and weekend
meetings in the UK. Michael Ridd is responsible for overseas and longer
excursions. Sarah Stafford at the GA office is responsible for bookings,
payments and general administration ‐
fieldmeetings@geologistsassociation.org.uk
You must book through the GA office to confirm attendance. Please do
not contact the field meeting leader directly. Meeting times and locations
will be confirmed on booking. These are not normally advertised in
advance, as there have been problems with members turning up without
booking or paying and maximum numbers being exceeded. Field
meetings are open to non‐members although attendance by non‐
members is subject to a £5 surcharge on top of the normal
administration fee. Some meetings may have restrictions on age
(especially for under 16’s) or be physically demanding. If you are
uncertain, please ask.
PAYMENTS for day and weekend meetings must be made before
attending any field meeting via telephone (credit card) or post. Cheques
should be made out to Geologists’ Association. Please give an email and
contact number and please also provide an emergency contact name
and telephone number at the time of booking.
There are separate arrangements for overseas meetings.
TRANSPORT is normally via private car unless otherwise advertised. If you
are a rail traveller, it may be possible for the GA office to arrange for
another member to provide a lift or collect you from the nearest railway
station. This service cannot be guaranteed, but please ask before booking.
Please indicate on your booking form if you are able to offer a lift.

FIELD MEETINGS IN 2014
We are hoping to arrange additional fossil collecting
opportunities during the year. There may not be
time to advertise these in the Circular so if you
would like details when they become available
contact Sarah Stafford at the GA office.
FOR FINALISED DATES AND FOR ANY CHANGES TO
THE PROGRAMME PLEASE REFER TO OUR WEB
SITE www.geologistsassociation.org.uk
THE INFERIOR OOLITE OF DORSET
Leader: Bob Chandler
Saturday 1st – Sunday 2nd March
Details have still to be finalised but Bob will be
taking us to several temporary exposures of the
richly fossiliferous inferior oolite. we may also visit
some coastal outcrops depending on the state of
the beach and cliffs.
Equipment: you must have a hard hat, appropriate
clothing and footwear.
Cost & booking: numbers will be strictly limited to
20. Further details will be available from Sarah
Stafford at the GA Office. register with Sarah
sending an administration fee of £15 per person to
confirm your place.
QUARRIES IN THE SOMERTON AREA, SOMERSET
Leader: Simon Carpenter
Friday 28th March
A day exploring the Upper Triassic and Lower
Jurassic rocks of the Somerton and Langport area,
Somerset. Please note the date – the meeting has
been scheduled for Friday to resolve the access
problems that led to its postponement last year. A
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PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE for field meetings is provided but personal
accident cover remains the responsibility of the participant. Further
details are available on request from the GA office.
SAFETY IS TAKEN VERY SERIOUSLY. SHOULD YOU BE UNSURE ABOUT
EITHER THE RISKS INVOLVED OR YOUR ABILITY TO PARTICIPATE SAFELY,
YOU MUST SEEK ADVICE FROM THE GA OFFICE BEFORE BOOKING. PLEASE
MAKE SURE THAT YOU STUDY ANY RISK ASSESSMENT OR SAFETY
BRIEFING AND THAT YOU HAVE ALL THE SAFETY EQUIPMENT SPECIFIED.
YOU MUST DECLARE, AT THE TIME OF BOOKING, ANY DISABILITIES OR
MEDICAL CONDITIONS THAT MAY AFFECT YOUR ABILITY TO SAFELY
ATTEND A FIELD MEETING. YOU MAY BE ASKED TO PROVIDE FURTHER
INFORMATION ON ANY PRESCRIPTION DRUGS ETC THAT YOU MAY USE
WHILST ATTENDING A FIELD MEETING. IN ORDER TO ENSURE THE
SAFETY OF ALL PARTICIPANTS, THE GA RESERVES THE RIGHT TO LIMIT
OR REFUSE ATTENDANCE AT FIELD MEETINGS.
EMERGENCY CONTACT: if you are lost or late for the start of a meeting,
an emergency contact is available during U.K. field meetings by calling the
GA mobile phone 07724 133290. The mobile phone will only be switched
on just before and during field meetings. For routine enquiries please call
the GA office on the usual number.
TRAVEL REGULATIONS are observed. The GA acts as a retail agent for
ATOL holders in respect of air flights included in field meetings. All flights
are ATOL protected by the Civil Aviation Authority (see GA Circular No.
942, October 2000 for further details). Field meetings of more than 24
hours duration or including accommodation are subject to the Package
Travel Regulations 1992. The information provided does not constitute a
brochure under these Regulations.

number of working quarries in the Somerton and
Langport areas of Somerset will be visited where
rocks of predominantly Upper Triassic age are
exposed. At Ashen Cross quarry these rocks are
carefully extracted, cut and polished for ornamental
purposes. The limestone contains a restricted
invertebrate assemblage as well as occasional
isolated marine reptile bones. There are also many
interesting sedimentary features. Attendees should
be capable of dealing with the conditions in
working quarries.
Equipment: Hard hat and hi‐vis jacket. Appropriate
clothing and footwear. Pub lunch or sandwiches.
Cost & booking: Numbers will be limited to 25.
Further details will be available from Sarah Stafford
at the GA office. Register with Sarah sending an
administration fee of £5 per person to confirm your
place.
THE CHALK OF THE HERTFORDSHIRE AND
CAMBRIDGESHIRE BORDER
Leader: Haydon Bailey
Saturday 12th April
The purpose of this meeting is to provide an
overview of the Chalk in the Steeple Morden and
Ashwell village area on the Hertfordshire/
Cambridgeshire border. We will visit two quarries at
Steeple Morden, Ashwell Springs (River Rhee/Cam
rising from Totternhoe Stone source), Ashwell
Church (Totternoe Stone building & fascinating
graffiti) and a brief stop to admire Plenus marl
section in a private garden. Packed or pub lunch (to
be arranged).

The start point will be the car park at Ashwell and
Morden station – it may be possible to meet
attendees travelling by train. The total walking
distance is 2 ‐ 3 km. No major slopes or other
problems. Attendees should be capable of dealing
with conditions in working quarries.
Equipment: You must have a hard hat, high vis
jacket and safety glasses.
Cost & booking: Numbers will be strictly limited to
20. Further details will be available from Sarah
Stafford at the GA office. Register with Sarah
sending an administration fee of £5 per person to
confirm your place.
GEOLOGICAL GEMS OF THE SOUTH DOWNS
Leader: Rory Mortimore
Saturday 14th – Sunday 15th June
This weekend meeting celebrates Rory’s two years
as GA president and also the publication of his
revised GA Chalk Guide. The programme has still to
be finalised but at present on the Saturday we will
start at Beachy Head and end in the Cuckmere
valley. Sunday will be a walk on the Downs
probably around Firle and Glynde. The itinerary is
partly determined by comments Rory has had back
from GA members who find walking too far difficult
but would still love to get into the field. So the
itineraries will be designed with everyone in mind –
stopping points for overviews as well as shorter and
flat walks. The most strenuous will be Beachy Head
which, from experience, most people seem to
manage. We will be based in the Lewes area. If
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there is sufficient interest we will arrange a group
meal for the Saturday evening.
Equipment: You must have a hard hat, appropriate
clothing and footwear.
Cost & booking: Numbers will be limited to 25.
Further details will be available from Sarah Stafford
at the GA office. Register with Sarah sending an
administration fee of £10 per person to confirm
your place.

GREAT TEW QUARRY, SW of Banbury
Leader: Andy Swift
Saturday 2nd August
Equipment: You must bring a hard hat and suitable
footwear. Packed lunch.
Cost & booking: Further details will be available
from Sarah Stafford at the GA office. Register with
Sarah sending an administration fee of £5 per
person to confirm your place.

DEVON GEOLOGY WEEKEND
Leader: Richard Scrivener
Saturday 28th – Sunday 29th June
On Saturday we will look at the Permian red beds
and the lamprophyric and alkali‐basalt lavas (Exeter
Volcanics) of the Crediton Trough. Details have still
to be decided but localities may include West
Sandford (Bow Breccia and Knowle Sandstone –
early Permian), Knowle Hill Quarry (lamprophyric
lava – early Permian), Posbury or Uton quarries
(alkali basalt ‐ early Permian), Cromwell’s Cutting,
Crediton (Newton St. Cyres Breccia – mid‐ to late
Permian) and Newton St Cyres Golf Course
(Crediton Breccia – late Permian). In addition to the
sedimentary and volcanic features, there will be a
demonstration of the unroofing history of the
Dartmoor Granite. On Sunday we will look at the
Dartmoor Granite and its mineralisation
commencing at Haytor. We will look at sections on
the tor and in nearby quarries in coarse‐grained
megacrystic and non‐megacrystic biotite granites.
We will then travel on to the Birch Tor and Vitifer
Tin mines of central Dartmoor to examine the open
workings and assemblages of quartz‐tourmaline‐
cassiterite‐haematite. In the afternoon we will
move to either the Hemerdon Tugsten Mine
(depending on operational constraints) or another
quarry.
Equipment: You must have a hard hat and hi‐vis
jacket and suitable clothing and footwear. Packed
or pub lunch both days.
Cost & booking: Numbers will be strictly limited to
20. Further details will be available from Sarah
Stafford at the GA office. Register with Sarah
sending an administration fee of £15 per person to
confirm your place.

THE GEOLOGY OF THE ISLE OF MAN
Leaders: Dave Quirk and Dave Burnett
Friday 19th ‐ Monday 22nd September
This meeting celebrates the new GA guide to the
Isle of Man written by the leaders. Both have been
closely involved with hydrocarbon exploration in
the surrounding areas. The programme will include
excursions to view to part of the Iapetus Suture,
diverse Lower Palaeozoic turbidites, Caledonian
folds and granite, Devonian continental sediments,
a Surtseyan volcanic centre and Carboniferous reefs
plus Viking carved stones, medieval castles and
industrial archaeological sites. Attendees will need
to make their own arrangements for travel to and
from the island – either by ferry or air. Travel on
the island will be by minibus. We hope to block
book rooms in a suitable hotel so that we can easily
meet everyone and pick up/drop off is easier. Those
who wish to arrange their own accommodation will
need to be able to get to the hotel in order to get
the minibus. Moderately strenuous walks, some
clambering and possibly wet and windy weather on
exposed coastal exposures should be expected –
attendees should ensure that they can cope with
these conditions and have suitable clothing and
footwear.
Equipment: Hard hats are essential.
Cost & booking: The attendance fee will be set
once we have details of minibus costs etc. Further
details will be available from Sarah Stafford at the
GA office. Please register your interest with Sarah
as soon as possible so that we can gauge numbers.

WEALDEN EXCURSION ‐ joint meeting with the
Hastings & District Geological Society
Leaders: Ken Brooks, Peter Austen and Ed
Jarzembowski
Saturday 20th July
Following last year’s field visit to Cliff End, east of
Hastings, we will be visiting another section of this
classic five mile lower Wealden coastline. The exact
details of the field trip will not be known until
nearer the time as it will depend on access
conditions at a number of points along the coast.
We will be walking along the beach over shingle
and some rocks which may be slippery. Care should
also be taken to keep away from the base of the
cliffs in case of rock‐falls, particularly after wet
weather. Total return distance 5–6 km.
Equipment: You must bring a hard hat and suitable
footwear. Packed lunch.
Cost & booking: Further details will be available
from Sarah Stafford at the GA office. Register with
Sarah sending an administration fee of £5 per
person to confirm your place.
**NEW MEETING ADDED**

DORSET COAST WEEKEND
Leader John C.W. Cope
Saturday 27th – Sunday 28th September (date to
be confirmed)
Following the success of the previous two meetings
to the west Dorset coast we will be based in
Weymouth and will be looking mainly at the Upper
Jurassic. We will finish at about 16:00 on Sunday.
There may well be some steep ascents /descents ‐
dependent on the weather.
Equipment: Participants should be equipped for
very rough beaches and should have stout footwear
with ankle support. Helmets are essential but HI
vis. jackets will not be required.
Cost & booking: Numbers will be limited to 25.
Register with Sarah Stafford at the GA office
sending an administration fee of £15 to confirm
your place.
Two meetings have been carried over from 2013
having had to be postponed due to access
problems:
BUCKS GEOLOGY
Leader: Jill Eyers
Date to be confirmed
We will visit several quarries, one of which has
been restored in part by a grant from the Curry
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Fund. Packed or pub lunch, car sharing may be
necessary. Attendees should be capable of dealing
with the conditions in working quarries.
Equipment: Hard hat and hi‐vis jacket. Appropriate
clothing and footwear.
Cost & booking: Numbers will be limited to 20.
Further details will be available from Sarah Stafford
at the GA office. Register with Sarah sending an
administration fee of £5 per person to confirm your
place.
BARTON CLIFFS ‐ FOSSILS AND GEOENGINEERING
Leader: Peter Reading
Date to be confirmed
The cliffs at Barton on Sea provide an excellent
opportunity to view the Barton Beds close up. The
section between Avon Beach and Hordle is
particularly good and includes one of the South’s
most impressive coastal landslides. On a good day
there are also panoramic views across to the Isle of
Wight and The Needles to the east and Swanage to
the west. The cliff top is an ideal position to view
what was once the Solent River valley. The large
landslip at Barton Cliff provides an excellent
location for fossil collecting with fresh material
being exposed on a regular basis. The beds include
important horizon markers. The section at Highcliff
is also a good location to see modern coastal
defence management. Access to some parts of the
Barton landslip may be restricted at high tide also
during and after wet weather the landslip can be
hazardous. However there are plenty of good
locations which are safe and will provide good
viewing and fossil collection points.
Equipment: Please bring a hard hat, appropriate
clothing and footwear. The cliffs can be very
muddy and uneven in places. Bring a packed lunch.
Cost & booking: Further details will be available
from Sarah Stafford at the GA office. Register with
Sarah sending an administration fee of £5 per
person to confirm your place.
IN THE PIPELINE (Dates and details to be
arranged)...
THE BUILDING STONES OF TOTTENHAM COURT
ROAD

Leader: Ruth Siddall
THE BUILDING STONES OF ST ALBANS
Leader: Diana Smith
OVERSEAS FIELD MEETINGS 2014
GREEK ISLAND VOLCANOES
13th ‐ 26th September ‐ POSTPONED UNTIL 2015
Leader: Dr Paul Olver
Our trip takes us to the Aegean volcanic arc where
the islands of Santorini (Thera) and Nisyros are
active centres located where major faults cross this
plate collision zone. Here, the African plate moving
north‐east is subducted beneath the westerly‐
moving Anatolian microplate along the Hellenic
Trench causing frequent earthquakes and localised
volcanism. Initially, we will be visiting Heraklion, the
capital of Crete, whose Bronze Age Minoan
civilisation was spectacularly revealed by the work
of British archaeologist, Sir Arthur Evans. A guided
tour will introduce the royal palace (or maybe
necropolis) at Knossos of the legendary King Minos
whose royal line was ended by the cataclysmic
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volcanic eruption of 1650 BC at Santorini, 110 km to
the north. Crete is dominated by the precipitous
White Mountains of Triassic and early Jurassic
dolomitic limestones which run east‐west along the
island’s length. Karstic features such as the Almiros
Spring and deep dolines will be visited during our
first few days around Mount Psiloritis (2456 m), the
highest in the island. We then make our way, via
the island of Kos, to Nisyros where we spend a day
within its 24,000 year old caldera. This andesitic
caldera is largely occupied by a series of dacitic and
rhyolitic domes which at their western end show
numerous active fumaroles, the site of major
phreatic eruptions between 1873 and 1887.
Travelling again via Kos, we then move onto
Santorini (Thera), Southern Europe’s only major
volcano outside Italy which last erupted in 1950.
Two large caldera‐forming eruptions within the last
100,000 years preceded the famous Plinian
eruption of 1650 BC which buried the local Minoan
city of Akrotiri and whose tsunami, generated by
submarine pyroclastic flows, caused havoc on the
island of Crete and its sophisticated Minoan
civilisation. We will take a boat excursion to Nea
Kameni, an andesitic volcano, which has grown up
in the caldera since the Bronze Age cataclysm.
There will also be time for a visit to the
Archaeological Museum, Fira Quarry with its
exposures of the Minoan pumice, and a walk down
into the caldera to view the metamorphic basement
beneath the active volcano. Returning to Crete and
its fossiliferous limestone crags, we will visit the
large Dicti Cave, said to be the birthplace of Zeus in
Greek mythology, and look for fossil corals and
bivalves at a famous location near Markrilia. The
best preserved Minoan city is Kato Zakros, first
excavated in 1961, is next on our itinerary together
with the impressive limestone cliffs within the
Valley of the Dead. Our final stops will be in Eastern
Crete with a tour around the once‐impregnable
Venetian fortress island of Spinalonga in the
picturesque Gulf of Mirabello. A walk into the
Imbros Gorge, cutting through the highly deformed
limestones of the Alpine cordillera, will draw
together the tectonic history of this special island.
Cost & booking: Return flights to Heraklion from
Gatwick and 13 nights hotel accommodation with
six nights half board and seven nights bed &
breakfast are included. All coach and ferry travel
during the tour is also within the overall cost. The
total tour price is TBA. A deposit of £TBA will be
required when the trip is re‐scheduled. For further
details please contact Dr Paul Olver by email:
paulolver@hotmail.com or by ‘phone 01432
761693.
LISBON AND THE GEOLOGICAL, NATURAL HISTORY
AND SCIENCE MUSEUMS
Thursday 16th – Monday 20th October
Leaders: Dr Maria Cristina Cabral & Dr Ana Cristina
Azerêdo (University of Lisbon), Dr Luis Duarte
(University of Coimbra) and Prof Miguel Ramalho
(Geological Museum).
We continue our series of ‘behind the scenes’ tours
of international standard geological museums,
arranged by Alan Lord and David & Anne Bone. In
2014, we will be visiting the Geological Museum
and the Natural History and Science Museum (part
of the University of Lisbon), also in Lisbon. Museum
websites can be found at: Geological Museum‐
www. lneg.pt /MuseuGeologico/Museum of Natural
History and Science (of the University of Lisbon) ‐
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http://mnhnc.ul.pt. Travelling to Lisbon on
Thursday 16th October, we gather in the evening
for dinner (cost not included) and an introduction
to the weekend. The programme includes museum
tours and behind the scenes on Friday, a coach
excursion to a variety of important field sites on
Saturday (the geology of the Lisbon area is very
varied!) and free time and optional guided city walk
on Sunday, return home on Monday 20th October.
Cost & booking: Please make and pay for your own
travel arrangements to Lisbon, once the trip has
been confirmed as viable. The estimated cost is
£300 per person (twin or double room) and £430
(single), excluding flights and transfers. The price
includes 4 nights hotel bed & breakfast, leaders’
expenses, coach hire, entrance fees and
administration. Registration closing date is 6th April
2014 with full payment by 1st May 2014. Further
details from David Bone at
david@dajbone.plus.com (preferred) or by post at 4
Kensington Road, Chichester, West Sussex PO19
7XR; a non‐refundable deposit of £50 per person by
cheque payable to the Geologists’ Association to
the above address will be required to confirm your
booking. These trips are popular and numbers will
be limited so book early.
NEW ZEALAND
Leader: Dr Michael Ridd
Sunday 2nd – Sunday 23rd November
Preliminary planning is under way for a GA trip to
New Zealand in November 2014. We shall look at
the geology and natural history of both North and
South Islands, travelling by coach, starting at
Auckland and finishing at Christchurch. The leader
will be Mike Ridd who has lived and worked in New
Zealand and who carried out research there for a
PhD.
Over about an 18 day tour we shall see Maori
culture and look at the hot springs and geysers of
Rotorua; travel to Gisborne to see mud diapirs and
Cenozoic flysch sequences; visit the Morere Hot
Springs and travel on to Napier and Hastings to see
its art nouveau architecture and collect fossils; then
look at the amazing gannet colony at Cape
Kidnappers; travel south through the Pinot Noir
Martinborough vinyards to Wellington; cross the
Cook Strait by ferry to Picton and on to Blenheim;
then over to the West Coast of South Island to look
at the Alpine Fault, metamorphic basement rocks,
the ‘pancake rocks’ and a couple of glaciers; on to
Queenstown; and finally across the spectacular
braided rivers of the Canterbury Plain to
Christchurch where we can examine some of the
effects of the February 2011 earthquake as well as
the extinct volcano of Banks Peninsula.
Cost & booking: The provisional cost of the trip is
£3800 per person, based on B&B accommodation in
comfortable hotels (double occupancy ‐ there will
be a single‐occupancy supplement), including ferry
crossing, airport pick‐up and drop‐off, and a
geological guidebook. If you are interested in
taking part in this trip please
email:sarah@geologistsassociation.org.uk
GEOLOGISTS' ASSOCIATION
LOCAL GROUPS (LG) AND AFFILIATED SOCIETIES
Amateur Geological Society
Contact Julia Daniels 020 8346 1056.
Field trips: john.wong@hertscc.gov.uk

Bath Geological Society
March 6 The Stonehenge Phosphatic Chalk – Prof
Rory Mortimore
April 3 The 2010 Eruption of Eyjafjallajokull, Iceland,
and the impacts of volcanic ash on aviation – Dr
Jeremy Phillips
May 1 Foraminiferal facts: from Cretaceous
palaeoclimates to Caribbean tephrochronology – Dr
Jodie Fisher
June 5 Space technologies, hazardous terrain and
disaster risk reduction – Dr Richard Teeuw
www.bathgeolsoc.org.uk
Belfast Geologists’ Society
Contact peter.millar@nireland.com
www.belfastgeologists.org.uk
Black Country Geological Society
March 21 Hampshire Landslides & Geotechnical
Modelling – Dr Andy Gibson
Contact Linda Tonkin: secretary@bcgs.info
www.bcgs.info
Brighton & Hove Geological Society
March 5 Chalk, Black Shales, Climate change and
Sea Level Change: unravelling Late Cretaceous
history – Prof Ian Jarvis
March 19 AGM and Members Evening
April 2 The Animals that David Attenborough
Forgot: the Natural History of Living and Fossil
Bryozoans – Dr Paul Taylor
Contact John Cooper 01273 292780 Email:
john.cooper@brighton‐hove.gov.uk;
www.bhgs.org
Bristol Naturalists’ Society
Contact 01373 474086
Email: simonccarpenter@yahoo.com
www.bristolnats.org.uk
Cambridgeshire Geology Club (LG)
Contact Ken Rolfe 01480 496973, mob: 07777

678685
www.cambridgeshiregeologyclub.org.uk
Carn Brea Mining Society
March 18 Cornish Estuarine Sediment: Human
Impact versus Natural Processes – Duncan Pirrie
April 15 AGM followed by BBC film The Levant
Disaster
Contact Lincoln James 01326 311420
www.carnbreaminingsociety.co.uk
Cheltenham Mineral and Geological Society
Lectures contact Ann Kent 01452 610375
Field trips contact Kath Vickers 01453 827007
http://cmgs.yolasite.com
Cumberland Geological Society
March 12 AGM and President’s address
March 15 Annual Dinner, guest speaker – Prof Rory
Mortimore President of the Geologists' Association
For details on the activities of the Cumberland
Geological Society
www.cumberland‐geol‐soc.org.uk
Cymdeithas Daeaereg Gogledd Cymru: North
Wales Geology Association ( LG)
Contact Jonathan Wilkins 01492 583052
Email: Wilkins@ampyx.org.uk
www.ampyx.org.uk/cdgc
Cymdeithas Y Daearegwyr Grwp De Cymru: South
Wales Group Geologists’ Association (LG)
March 22 Presidential talk ‘The World of Geology’ –
Geraint Owen
Contact Lynda Garfield: secretary@swga.org.uk
www.swga.org.uk
The Devonshire Association (Geology Section)
Contact Jenny Bennett 01647 24033
Email: jenny.bennett@rocketmail.com
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www.devonassoc.org.uk
The Dinosaur Society
Contact Prof Richard Moody: rtj.moody@virgin.net
www.dinosaursociety.com.
Dorset Group of the Geologists’ Association (LG)
Contact Doreen Smith 01300 320811
Email: Heldon47@btinternet.com
www.dorsetgeologistsassociation.com
Dorset Natural History & Archaeological Society
Contact Jenny Cripps:
jenny@dorsetcountymuseum.org.
Earth Science Teachers Association
Membership Mike Tuke 014804 57068
miketuke@btinternet.com
Details www.esta‐uk.net
East Herts Geology Club
Check website for venue or contact Diana Perkins
01920 463755
Visitors most welcome ‐ £2;
info@ehgc.org.uk.www.ehgc.org.uk email
East Midlands Geological Society
March 15 AGM to be followed Quaternary
Glaciations of the Midlands and East Anglia – Jim
Rose
April 12 Sinking Cities – Tony Waltham
www.emgs.org.uk
Edinburgh Geological Society
Email: secretary@edinburghgeolsoc.org;
www.edinburghgeolsoc.org
Essex Rock and Mineral Society
March 11 China, a Geologist's Dream: the Karst
around Yangshuo – Roger Lloyd
April 6 Field meeting: The Cliff, Althorne, Essex –
Jeff Sayward
April 8 Members’ Pot Pourri
April 27 Field meeting: Wrabness, Essex – Bill
George and Graham Ward
May 13 Quaternary Glaciations of Britain and
especially Essex – Prof Jim Rose
May 25 Field meeting: The Naze, Walton – Gerald
Lucy
June 10 A Pictorial History of Essex Geology – Bill
George
Contact Ros Smith 01245 441201 Email:
rossmith.rga@btinternet.com
www.erms.org
Farnham Geological Society (LG)
March 7 Numbers, models and layered rocks – Dr
Peter Burgess
April 4 Exploring a Quaternary Volcano in Eastern
Turkey – Jeremy Goff
May 9 tba
May 11 Field meeting: Berkshire Geoconservation –
Dr Lesley Dunlop
May 30 – June 4 Field meeting: North York Coast
and Durham Permian with David Walmsley and
Graham Williams
June 13 Landslides and Subsidence – Dr David
Shilston
Field Trip Contact Dr Graham Williams 01483
573802; Contact Judith Wilson Email:
secretary@farnhamgeosoc.org.uk
www.farnhamgeosoc.org.uk
Friends of the Sedgwick Museum, Cambridge
Contact Dr Peter Friend 01223 333400
www.sedgwickmuseum.org/activities/friends.html
Geological Society of Glasgow
Contact Dr Iain Allison Email:
I.Allison@admin.gla.ac.uk
www.geologyglasgow.org.uk

Geological Society of Norfolk
March 20 The Bytham River Story: key evidence for
understanding pre‐glacial environmental change
and early human occupancy in Britain – Professor
Jim Rose
Contact Martin Warren Email:
martin.warren@talktalk.net
www.norfolkgeology.co.uk
Hampshire Gem, Fossil & Mineral Society
Contact Mr Roger Brown Email:
rogerjanettatras@btinternet.com
Harrow & Hillingdon Geological Society (LG)
March 8 Spring Social.
March 12 The Walbrook, the City of London’s River:
its Rise and Fall – Stephen Myers
March 15 Field meeting – visit to Oxford Museum
of Natural History
April 9 Arctic Ocean Research – Dr Renske
Gelderloos and Dr Camille Loque
April 11‐14 Field meeting – Somerset
May 14 AGM followed by What are Komatiites ? –
John Stanley
June 11 Rock breakdown in extreme environments:
from Namibia to Mars – Prof Heather Viles
Contact Jean Sippy 020 8422 1859; Field trip
information Allan Wheeler 01344 455451
www.hhgs.org.uk
Hastings and District Geological Society
Contact Ken Brooks Email: iggyken@aol.com
http://hastingsgeology.btck.co.uk
Hertfordshire Geological Society (LG)
March 6 AGM, followed by presentation by Charlie
Bell (HMWT) Hertfordshire’s chalk streams – rivers
down the drain?
March 22 Faulds Gypsum Mine, Staffordshire – Noel
Worley
April 10 Percy Evans Lecture – The Petroleum Play:
Concept and Application for Hydrocarbon
Exploration – Steve Smith
May 8 From polar bears to deep‐sea seeps: a
palaeontologist's view of Greenland – Dr Simon
Kelly
May 16 ‐ 19 GA/Geological Society: Puddingstone
weekend, book via Geological Society of London.
Conference Speakers including Brian Lovell, Jenny
Huggett; Field trips to Hertfordshire (Leader Chris
Green) & France (Florence Quesnel)
June 12 Dinosaurs and Art: A Historical Perspective
– Prof Dick Moody Contact Lesley Exton Email:
Lesley.exton@googlemail.com
www.hertsgeolsoc.ology.org.uk
Horsham Geological Field Club
March 12 Medicinal and magical minerals – Dr Chris
Duffin
April 9 La dolce vita: a geological and geochemical
tour of Italy – Prof Andy Cundy
May 4 AGM
Contact Mrs Gill Woodhatch 01403 250371
www.hgfc.uwclub.net/Index.html
Hull Geological Society
Contact Mike Horne 01482 346784 Email
m.j.horne@hull.ac.uk
www.hullgeolsoc.org.uk
The Jurassic Coast
Details www.jurassiccoast.com
Kent Geologists’ Group of the Geologists’
Association (LG)
March 8 ‐9 Rock Gem 'n' Bead Show, Kempton Park.
The KGG will have its usual Activities Table offering
activities for young geology enthusiasts
March 18 AGM The relationship between living
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organisms and their remains in Holocene and older
fossil sediments – Dr Adrian Rundle
April 6 Field meeting to Smokejacks Brickworks
April 15 Amber – Dr Chris Duffin
May 20 Geology and Fossils of the Hastings Area –
Ken Brooks
June 7‐8 Rock Gem 'n' Bead Show, Kempton Park
– details as above.
Indoor Secretary Mrs Ann Barrett 01233 623126
Email: annbarrett@tesco.net
Other details: www.kgg.org.uk
The Kirkaldy Society (Alumni of Queen Mary
College) (LG)
April 4 Annual Dinner
July 12 Field trip: More Geology in Oxfordshire –
Mike Howgate
Contact Mike Howgate 020 8882 2606 Email:
mehowgate@hotmail.com or kirksoc@sky.com
Lancashire Group of the Geologists’ Association
(LG)
March 14 150 Years of the Archaeopterix – Dr John
Nudds
April 20 Field meeting: Ribblehead and environs –
Keith Williams
May 30‐31 Field meeting Waddington Fell Quarries
– Co‐ord. John McNeal
June 15 Field meeting Shap & Tebay area – Peter
del Strother & Jennifer Rhodes
Secretary Jennifer Rhodes 01204 811203 Email:
S_J_rhodes@hotmail.com
www.lancashire‐geologists.co.uk
Leeds Geological Association
March 27 The significance of Charles Darwin’s
month in the High Andes, March‐April 1835 – Prof
Patrick Boylan
May 1 Rivers under the Sea – Prof Jeff Peakall
May 3 Yorkshire’s Rocks & Minerals Day at the
National Coal Mining Museum, Wakefield: Launch
of Yorkshire Geology Month.
Visitors welcome.
Details Judith Dawson 0113 2781060
www.leedsga.org.uk
May 1 Rivers under the Sea – Prof Jeff Peakall
May 3 Yorkshire’s Rocks & Minerals Day at the
National Coal Mining Museum, Wakefield: Launch
of Yorkshire Geology Month.
Visitors welcome.
Details Judith Dawson 0113 2781060
www.leedsga.org.uk
Leicester Literary & Philosophical Society (Geology)
March 1 Annual Saturday Seminar ‘Seaside Rock:
Classic British Holiday Geology ‘– Ken Edwards LT1,
Leicester University, 10am – 5pm. Tickets £18 (£24
with lunch)
March 12 The Disposal of Radioactive Waste :
A Geological Perspective – Dr Richard Shaw
March 26 AGM and Chairman's Address More Tales
from the Riverbank – Dr Joanne Norris
March 18 Field meeting Cavendish Mill, Glebe Mine
& Quarry. British Fluorspar – Robert Tripp
April Derbyshire Carbonates – Dr Dave Wright
May 10 Field meeting Great Tew Quarry, SW of
Banbury – Andrew Swift
June 7 Field meeting Derbyshire Volcanics – Mike
Allen
Contact Joanne Norris 0116 283 3127
Email: j.e.norris@ntlworld.com www.charnia.org.uk
Liverpool Geological Society
Contact Joe Crossley 0151 426 1324
Email: Igsjoecrossley@hotmail.com
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www.liverpoolgeologicalsociety.org.uk
Manchester Geological Association
March 5 Joint Meeting with the Geographical
Association Living in Europe's Super volcano:
Volcanic hazard and emergency management in the
Bay of Naples – Dr Martin Degg
All meetings in the Williamson Building, University
of Manchester
Contact Sue Plumb 0161 427 5835
Email: secretary@mangeolassoc.org.uk
www.mangeolassoc.org.uk
Mid Wales Geology Club
Contact Bill Bagley 01686 412679
www.midwalesgeology.org.uk
Mid Week Geology Club in Yorkshire Contact:
mwggyorkshire@virginmedia .com
http://mwggyorkshire.webspace.virginmedia.com
Mole Valley Geological Society (LG)
March 13 Remote Sensing for geological
exploration and environmental studies – Dr Alex
Davies
April 4‐7 Field meeting: Contentin, France – Dr
Graham Williams
April 10 Metal Supply for a low carbon economy –
where will it all come from? – Dr Richard
Herrington
May 8 Minerals from Mountains to Mines – Prof
Peter Treloar
May 10 Field meeting Oxfordshire – Dr Lesley
Dunlop
Secretary Judith Robson 01208 3931004
Email: peterandjudithrobson@gmail.com
Full details www.mvgs.org.uk/
Newbury Geological Study Group
Field Meetings season runs from October to July.
Normally meets on the third Sunday of the month.
Details Mike & Helen Weideli 01635 42190
www.ngsg.org.uk
Norfolk Mineral & Lapidary Society
Meetings at St Georges Church Hall, Churchfield
Green, Norwich. 19.30hrs every first Tuesday of the
Month except August.
Contact Colin Lansdell: clansdell@btinternet.com
http://norfolkminandlapsoc.homestead.com/
North Eastern Geological Society
Details: Christine Burridge Email:
negsec@gmail.com
www.northeast‐geolsoc.50megs.com
North Staffordshire Group of the Geologists'
Association (LG)
March 13 AGM and Chairman’s Address Tunisian
Tales: Titbits from Tethys ‐ Fluids, Phosphates,
Pores and Petroleum – Dr Patrick Cossey
March 30 Field meeting Hillend, South Shropshire –
Joe Crossley & Hazel Clark
May 23‐25 Weekend Field Trip to Norfolk – Richard
Waller
June 26 Evening Field Trip of the Geology of Keele –
Ian Stimpson
Details Eileen Fraser 01260 271505
www.esci.keele.ac.uk/nsgga/
Open University Geological Society
Events ‐ listed on http://ougs.org, or contact
secretary@ougs.org
The membership secretary is Phyllis Turkington and
can be contacted by e‐mail at
membership@ougs.org or by phone 0289 081 7470
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Oxford Geology Group (LG)
The Oxford Colloquium
March 8 River terraces: important for all sorts of
reasons & very much the province of the polymath
& the amateur – Prof David R. Bridgland; Life,
death & resurrection in the Early Carboniferous –
Prof Jennifer Clack; Caving in to past climates – Prof
Gideon Henderson; The Neoproterozoic: planet in
flux & a frontier for research & for resources – Prof
John Ludden; Seafloor spreading, 50 years on – Prof
Chris MacLeod; Geoscience & Society: what do the
public know, what do they want to know? – Prof
Iain Stewart
Programme Secretary 07901 672713
www.oxgg.org.uk
Ravensbourne Geological Society (LG)
March 11 Minerals of Morocco – John Pearce
April 8 Sussex Dinosaurs – John Cooper
May 13 The History of the World in ten fossils –
Paul Taylor
June 10 Radon – G. Gilmore
July 8 Minerals of Morocco – John Pearce
Contact Secretary Carole McCarthy 020 8127 6104
Email: cmccarthy@talktalk.net or Vernon Marks
020 8460 2354
www.ravensbourne‐geology.org.uk
Reading Geological Society
March 3 Presidential Address Geology of the
Galapagos Islands, From Charles Darwin to the
present – Prof Peter Worsley
March 16 Field meeting Ringstead, Dorset Jurassic
and Cretaceous sediments and structures – Edmund
Shirley
April 7 Reflections on rifts and collisions in Thailand
‐ Dr Michael Ridd
April 27 Field meeting: Huntley, Gloucestershire
Ordovician/Silurian sediments ‐ Claire Reid.
May 12 The Quaternary of the British seabed: what
do marine dredged aggregates tell us? ‐ Dr Andrew
Bellamy
May 16 ‐19 Field weekend Cornwall/Devon
Minerals and structures – Dr Richard Scrivener & Dr
Ted Freshney
June 2 Evening Geological Ramble – RGS Leader
General Secretary Hilary Jensen 0118 984 1600.
Email: rgs.secretary@btinternet. com; Field trips
David Ward 01344 483563
www.readinggeology.org.uk
Royal Geological Society of Cornwall
Contact 01209 860410 Email:
nplummer@cornwall.gov.uk.Web: www.rgsc.org.uk
The Russell Society
Contact Frank Ince Email:
ince78@btopenworld.com
www.russellsoc.org
Shropshire Geological Society
www.shropshiregeology.org.uk
Sidcup Lapidary and Mineral Society
Meets every Monday evening at Sidcup Arts Centre
Contact Nicola Claxton 01322 227 057 E‐mail:
Nicola.Claxton@CGG.com
www.sidcuplapminsoc.org.uk
Southampton Mineral and Fossil Society
Contact Gary Morse 01489 787300 Email:
enquiry@sotonminfoss.org.uk
www.sotonminfoss.org.uk

Stamford and District Geological Society
Contact: chairman@stamfordgeolsoc.org.uk.
www.stamfordgeolsoc.org.uk
Teme Valley Geological Society
John Nicklin: martleypfo@gmail.com
www.geo‐village.ey
Ussher Society
Contact Elaine Burt:secretary@ussher .org.uk
www.ussher.org.uk
Warwickshire Geological Conservation Group
March 19 Geology and Earth Heritage of the
Paleogene Staffa Lava Formation – Dr Ian
Williamson
April 12 Black Country sites. Joint meeting with
Black Country Geol. Soc. Locations to be visited:
Barrow Hill, Barr Beacon, Blue Stone Quarry,
Rowley, Springvale Park. Possible coach transport to
be organised.
May 7 Field meeting Rock Mill to Saxon Mill
traverse; Guys Cliffe area on opposite bank is being
cleaned by Natural England (strata should then be
visible)
May 16‐18 Field meeting N. Norfolk Cretaceous &
Quaternary – Peter Worsley
Contact Frank Wells 01926 512696 Email:
warwickshireGCG@gmail.com
www.wgcg.co.uk
West of England Group of the Geologists’
Association (LG)
Secretary Bobby Oliver: secretary@wega.org.uk
www.wega.org.uk
West Sussex Geological Society (LG)
March 21 The Wallacea Line & Australia‐SE Asia
Collision – Dr Robert Hall
April 11 Geological uses of Nuclear Isotopes – Dr
Paul Stevenson
May 9‐13 Field Meeting Forest of Dean – Dave
Green
May 16 Meteorites – Dr Ted Nield
June 4 Field meeting Building Stones of Duncton
Church – David Bone
June 20 Shale Gas – Nick Grealy
June 29 Field meeting 12th Annual Downland Walk
– Tony Brook
Contact Betty Steel 01903 209140 Email:
kande16@talktalk.net www.wsgs.org.uk
Westmorland Geological Society
Contact Brian Kettle: mr.briankettle@tiscali.co.uk
www.westmorlandgeolsoc.co.uk
The Woolhope, Hereford
Contact Sue Hay 01432 357138 Email:
svh.gabbros@btinternet .com
www.woolhopeclub.org.uk
Yorkshire Geological Society
March 29 A full day of 8 lectures. Speakers: Dan
Condon, Sev Kender, Andy Morton and John Powell
May 3 Yorkshire Rock and Minerals Day, and
opening of Yorkshire Geology month.
Contact Trevor Morse 01833 638893
www.yorksgeolsoc.org.uk
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Evening Lecture December, 2013
Virtual Palaeontology

Mark Sutton
Dept of Earth Science & Engineering, Imperial College London

Virtual palaeontology is a revolution, which is slowly
affecting the way palaeontology works. It entails the study of
3-dimensional (3-D) fossils on screen as digital interactive
screen models. Reconstruction is directly from single real
specimens as a medium for palaeobiological study.
It
requires 3-D fossils, which are not uncommon and even 3-D
soft parts are not too rare.
#C=NEFMN2KJHELDN?MHCIAFN
Virtual methods represent a radical new approach to
working with fossils which is convenient and practical. The
fossils can be examined in stereo, rotated, zoomed, dissected
and sectioned at will. There are no issues with damage or
movement of elements or loss of associated material. Virtual
fossils can be marked up to aid interpretation and they can
be copied and disseminated at will, assisting collaboration,
teaching and publication. Virtual methods allow access to
otherwise impossible material , e.g. the Herefordshire
Lagerstätte. Virtual fossils can also be used as a basis for
computational analysis such as finite element modelling of
stress transmission in skulls or computational fluid dynamics
modelling flow over trilobites (the equivalent of flume tanks).
%+0NALHLN@L<HEJMN?MHCIAF
There is a large tool-kit of methods to capture 3-D data on
fossils, including both surface-based methods and slice-based
(tomographic) methods.
*LFMJNF@LGGKGB
involves topographical scanning using reflected laser light.
Scanners can be taken into the field or museums.
$CIHIBJL??MHJ=
involves reconstruction from a set of many 2-D related
images.
The equipment requirements are minimal (a
camera), it is scale-agnostic, can be as good as laser
scanning and the software is increasingly available.
8EJ;L@M+6LFMAN?MHCIAF
are quick, cheap, portable, capture colour data and can be
high-resolution. Their limitations are that they struggle with
complicated surfaces and can only image an external surface.
3I?IBJL<C=N
involves 3-D imaging using a set of parallel 3-D crosssections. A number of methods are available.

$C=FK@LD+I<HK@LDNHI?IBJL<C=
uses serial grinding, sawing or peels to expose successive
cross-sections. It was first used by W.B. Sollas (+ - -/
 1 ) - * /1 1903). It is used widely by brachiopod
workers and palaeobotanists and by the speaker on the
Herefordshire Lagerstätte.
It can be high-resolution,
historical datasets exist and it can be the only practical
method in some circumstances. However, data reconstruction
is difficult, it is time-consuming and it is destructive.
'<HK@LD+FMJKLDN;I@EFKGB
is a non-destructive technique using confocal microscopes.
It is very high-resolution (about 0.1 ) and is relatively
simple to perform but it requires translucent material and
cannot penetrate very deeply (1mm or so).
+JL=N@I?<EHMANHI?IBJL<C=
(CT) is based on a series of rotational transmission
radiographs acquired by passing x-rays from a source
through the specimen on a rotational stage to a detector. The
equipment can be laboratory-based microCT to engineeringscale macroCT. It is the most widely used tomographic
technique, is relatively fast and easy to perform, has a wide
range of scales and produces relatively clean datasets.
However, some material has low x-ray contrast and rotational
CT requires a high specimen/block size ratio.
8&3NALHLN@L<HEJM
is x-ray CT using a synchrotron source. It is very highresolution, normally produces less noise and phase-contrast
tricks enable imaging of low-contrast data. However, it is not
appropriate for day-to-day studies.
Minor techniques include:
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Focused ion-beam tomography, a very high-resolution
destructive technique, which is slow and difficult to perform;
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), which generally works
poorly with crystalline material;
Neutron tomography, an equivalent to x-ray CT using
different radiation, which can be superior for organically
preserved material; and

its appendages are rather unexpected. Modern horseshoe
crabs have chelicerae and 6 walking legs but the
Herefordshire one has long and multi-segmented chelicerae
and its other appendages are biramous (2-branched). The
inner walking leg is like living forms but it has a new outer
branch (exopod). These are the first convincing exopods in a
chelicerate.
/NGM7N6LFLDN?IDDEF@N

Mechanical digitisation, the contact digitisation of
specimens.
Processing the 3-D data for visualisation involves turning it
into a triangle-mesh model with x-y-z co-ordinates.
KJHELDN<LDLMIGHIDIB=NKGNL@HKIGNN
Many Carboniferous rocks contain siderite concretions, often
with soft-bodied terrestrial invertebrates. While the surface
detail can be seen when the concretion is split, other detail
can be hidden inside the nodule.
'<KDKIGKAF
(harvestmen) are a major invertebrate group, which
diverged from spiders about 400 million years ago. They are
not well known as fossils and there is very little data from the
Palaeozoic.
A French Carboniferous lager-stätte has 3-D
fossils in siderite concretions, which are essentially
unstudiable by conventional means.
With virtual
palaeontology, exquisite detail is revealed of 2 Carboniferous
species very similar to modern species, which confirms that
harvestmen are a very old group and contains
representatives of both major orders of harvestmen.
MJM;IJAFCKJMN*LBMJFHHHM
This is a soft-bodied fossil deposit from the Welsh
borderland of Silurian (Wenlock) age (425Ma). It comprises a
volcanic ash layer on top of a subsiding patch reef formed in
deep water (100-200m) with CaCO3 concretions. There is 3D preservation but no simple way to extract the fossils, which
are not amenable toconventional micro-CT scanning.
Physical-optical tomography has been used with serial
grinding to produce datasets of hundreds of slice images with
structures down to 10
distinguished. There are 20-30
species of assorted invertebrates, mostly arthropods (e.g.
ostracods, sea spiders, and more besides), brachiopods with
soft parts, polychaete worms and molluscs.
".- 1  0 -1 is a primitive horseshoe crab
(synziphosurine) with a carapace typical of modern ones but

has been found. Molluscs have 3 groups, the Polyplacophora
(chitons), Aplacophora (molluscan worms) and the
Conchifera (bivalves, cephalopods, gastropods etc).
Aplacophora are not known as fossils but chiton-like valves
appear in palaeoloricate chitons in the Upper Cambrian.
/-1
- --1 is an armoured molluscan worm with
chiton-like characters in its dorsal valves (though odd ones)
and soft tissue serial repetition. It also has aplacophoran-like
characters with its tubular body with ventral cuticle and no
foot.
( 0 /
is a vermiform chiton from the Ordovician
of Girvan seen in a microCT reconstruction. It has a typical
chiton-like dorsal valve and spicule coating probably
complete ventrally.
& 0
- 1 
/  is a new Herefordshire chiton. It
is chiton-like but has no foot and ventral spicules.
It
represents an almost perfect missing link between
Aplacophora and Polyplacophora.
These finds have changed thinking on the evolutionary tree
of molluscs. It was thought that Aplacophorans were very
primitive and branched off before shells developed. However,
it is now believed that molluscs split into 2 groups, the
Aplacophorans plus Polyplacophorans and the Conchifera and
that Aplacophorans are derived from shelled molluscs since
the ancestral mollusc had a shell. Most of the Palaeozoic socalled chitons are now believed to be Aplacophorans and not
chitons and that Aplacophorans represent a shell-less
remnant of a major Palaeozoic group.
8E??LJ=
Virtual palaeontology is a powerful (revolutionary?) new
approach to the study of fossils, which opens new possibilities
for computational palaeobiological analysis, recovery of
difficult material and dissemination of morphological data. A
broad group of techniques are suitable for nearly all fossils
and virtual palaeontology will be a mainstay of palaeontology
for the 21st century.

0JN0L2KAN,JII5N',)

#IIA7LJAN4(N8=?<IFKE?:NNN>IFFKDN;KFCMFNLGAN;L5MF
#MAGMFAL=N.4FHN?L=!N.(4
Celebrate the life, influences and legacy of fossil fish specialist Sir Arthur Smith Woodward at this all-day symposium.
Arthur Smith Woodward contributed widely to our knowledge of fossil fish, extinct animals and regional geology. The
symposium considers his influence on palaeontology and the legacy of his work at the Museum.
Flett Theatre, Natural History Museum, South Kensington. Open to everyone Free, but registration required:
http://www.nhm.ac.uk/research-curation/earth-sciences/fossil-vertebrates/fossil-vertebrateresearch/fishes/woodward150/index.html
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Evening Lecture January, 2014

Dr Ian Watkinson
Dept of Earth Sciences, Royal Holloway College

Virtual Geology using Google Earth:
exploring global tectonics from your armchair
GHJIAE@HKIG
Ten years ago, imagery of the earth’s surface from space
was available only to those with extensive datasets and
complex processing software. However, with the advent of
Google Earth in 2005, such imagery has become freely
available to all those with an internet connection.

Google

Earth combines various kinds of remote sensing data, in
different spectral bands.

Most of it is made up of Landsat

images at 30m resolution, with additions from WorldView at
0.5m resolution SPOT and Quickbird satellite views. It also
has the capability of adding a third dimension with data from
the shuttle radar topographic mission, which made 129 orbits
in February 2000.
1999 Izmir event. Earthquake ruptures can be surprisingly
long-lasting and an example was shown in Myanmar, where

8I?MNML?<DMF

there are two significant seismic gaps at Mandalay and at the
As a result, the amateur as well as the professional geologist
can obtain views of geological structures anywhere in the

new capital.
On the Tibetan plateau is a 220km-long rupture which

world. The speaker than took the audience on a rapid world

shows as a series of en echelon shears.

tour looking at a number of geological structures, mainly in

2,000km-long fault with successive ruptures of weathered en

Asia and the USA. These included thrust faults in Idaho and

echelon shears, clear fractures in alluvial fans and river

the Nepal Himalayas, normal faults, double plunging

displacement, yet there has been no recorded earthquake

anticlines, isoclinal folds and the Red Sea rift-bounding fault.

on this fault.

Ring complexes were shown in Arizona and Indonesia and

meanderinig river constrained in a fault-controlled valley.

river displacement on the left-lateral strike-slip San Andreas

The political boundary runs along the river and this has been

fault.

Other features includes conjugate strike-slip faults,

offset by the fault. The example of the river Nile which flows

dipping strata, joints and boudinage on a mega-scale

along one flank of a broad graben structure shows that the

(0.5km) and a 20m wide mylonite zone.

active fault is on the eastern edge of the valley.

There is also a

The Red River fault in Vietnam has a

Other data can be overlaid on the Google Earth images such
as a digital elevation model, magnetic anomalies on either
side of the Atlantic mid-ocean ridge, interpretative material

KFHIJK@LDNBMI?IJ<CIDIB=

such as the ages of strata and the strain rates at tectonic
In Sulawesi, Indonesia, it is possible to trace rivers and

plate boundaries.

abandoned river channels and overlay base lineaments and
the position of active faults.

As well as a number of

significant lakes, there are a number of valleys which appear

)LJHCEL5MNFHEAKMF

to have been ancient lakes. The ancient rivers stop at the
The quality and recentness of the data is a considerable
improvement

on

previous

remote

sensing,

particularly useful in earthquake studies.

which

is

For example, an

former lake margin and megaliths are all around the outside
of the valley, showing that the people were living on the edge
of a lake.

image of the 2008 Szichuan earthquake area showed 4-5m
displacement of field boundaries, destroyed buildings and
land-slides. The effects of the Boxing Day 2004 earthquake

1IG@DEFKIG

off Indonesia were clearly shown by an island with the tree
line inland from the coast and the uplifted coral platform

While Google Earth is not a substitute for actual fieldwork,

around the island. Successive events can be seen in some

it enables a larger number of people to see geological and

islands through similar images of uplift. Images showing the

geomorphological

extent of earthquake ruptures in California and Alaska were

inaccessible – and all from the comfort of their own living

also shown and a 1992 interpretation of strain rates on the

room.

North Anatolian Fault in Turkey, which clearly illustrated
seismic gaps, some of which were subsequently closed in the
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features

that

might

otherwise
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FIELD MEETING REPORT: The Chalk Geology of
Riddlesdown Quarry
Leader: Prof. Rory Mortimore

November, 2013

Reporter & Photo’s: Liam Gallagher

Riddlesdown is a 43
exposures as they largely
hectare (104 acre) area of
jam-off at flint layers and
chalk scrub and grassland
hardgrounds and rarely
managed by the City of
represent the full geology
London Corporation, lying
(e.g. The BGS Leatherhead
within the London green
borehole, 10 miles to the
belt. It is an important and
west,
encountered
diverse part of local
numerous
flints
which
cultural
and
natural
destroyed the integrity of
heritage, shaped by its
the core leaving many
geology,
history
and
questions about the chalk
previous land use. It
geology unanswered.
remains part of a green arc
It is one of very few
of parks, gardens and open
remaining Chalk exposures
spaces that links London
in the Lewes Nodular Chalk
with the wider countryside
Formation in this part of
of Surrey.
the North Downs and
>KBEJMN4:N&IJ=N7MD@I?MFNHCMN<LJHK@K<LGHFNHIN&KAADMFAI7G
Thousands of years of
exposes contact with the
ELJJ=
human
activity
on
underlying New Pit Chalk
Riddlesdown has left a range of features including Formation and the overlying Seaford Chalk Formation; the air
earthworks, quarries, old trackways and the course of a weathered faces also contain abundant fossils of importance
Roman road. In more recent times, livestock have grazed to international correlation. Special features of the quarry
pasture and kept open the characteristic downland include, but are not limited to:
landscape.
- The Glynde, Southerham, Caburn and Bridgewick marl
Much of Riddlesdown was designated in 1975 as a Site of seams of volcanic origin
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) for its ‘largest single - The major change in fracture style between the steeply
expanse of long-established calcareous scrub in Greater inclined, conjugate, polished joints of the New Pit Formation
London and also and the generally vertical unpolished joints in the remaining
for its herb-rich chalk.
grassland’.
Riddlesdown
Quarry (formerly
known as the Rose
& Crown Pit after
the
now
sadly
defunct
Public
House that used to
stand opposite the
entrance!)
is
located on the
eastern margin of
the
Caterham
Valley in Croydon.
Riddlesdown
Quarry produced
lime
from
the
>KBEJMN%:N3CMN8IEHCMJCL?NLJD
chalk deposits until
the 1960’s and is
>KBEJMN.:N>JL@HEJKGBNI;NHCMN@CLD5
now of regional - Valleyward stress relief producing open joints
HI7LJAFNHCMN2LDDM=
importance for its - Conspicuous large flint bands forming marker beds across
geological interest.
the faces of the quarry
Scientific research in to the Chalk forming the North Downs - The Lewes marl and its associated tubular flints.
requires access to exposures; Quarries such as Riddlesdown
The quarry offers a now unique opportunity to explore the
provide the only relatively safe access (alternative = road & stratigraphic, sedimentology and structure of a part of the
rail cuttings…which are of limited practical use on safety Chalk that forms the top and crest line of the North Downs
grounds). Cored boreholes cannot replace good, large scarp slope.
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We are grateful to City of London and particularly their depth) operating in this area during the last glacial period.
wardens Barry Gutteridge and Luke Barley for access to this
The most striking lithological features in this part of the
SSSI (botany) as it is a precious southern chalk province quarry are the Glynde and Southerham Marls that are
resource out of reach of the influence of pernicious tides!
exhibited as darker more argillaceous (5-10cm thick) layers
A group of 37 gathered on a bright autumnal morning and within the otherwise massively bedded chalk. Much more
were introduced to the Quarry and the surrounding area by ductile and smooth to rub between the fingers than the
Luke Barley the City of London warden and Rory whilst we surrounding chalks this material has a ‘plastic’ texture typical
gathered our full quota of personnel.
of volcanogenic marl seams in this part of the Upper Turonian
Starting from the lower entrance to the quarry we followed and has been used (when dried) as a substitute for talcum
a path under the railway viaduct (the most likely point of use powder by itinerant residents of the area in the past.
for our hard hats that day!)
Just above the Glynde Marl
uphill past old lime kilns and
(where the opportunity to
slag and entered the quarry
find
  
 
proper.
presented itself), in the basal
On entering what is most
part of the Lewes Nodular
obvious is that the natural
Chalk
Formation,
we
amphitheatre comprises three
encountered the first flints of
main steeply cut faces on
the day Southerham Flints).
which both bedding of the
Flints can be of varying
chalk and other reference
types; tabular, sheet, finger,
layers can be traced with
etc.
but
all
provide
confidence. Some of the
headaches for engineers as
marls, volcanic in origin, have
they are much harder than
been traced as far as the
the surrounding chalk (being
Russian Platform (layers less
100-1000mpas strength as
than 20cm thicknesses with
opposed to the 4-8 mpas of
areal extent of 1,000 km’s …);
the chalk!) thus providing
similarly the main Flint
tough challenges for even the
horizons (Bridgewick, Bo Peep >KBEJMFNN N:N3CMN'"8CMLN>L?KD=NFCI7NI;;NHCMN;KGANI;NHCM best tunnel boring machines
and Lewes) are traceable
or drill strings. The silica
AL=:NLN6MLEHK;EDD=N<JMFMJ2MAN8CLJ5"FN3IIHC
across southern England and
necessary for flint formation
into Europe where they make
is sourced from the sponges
take more local terminology.
and radiolarian that lived in
The chalk itself is a particular
the chalk seas alongside the
(peculiar?) type of limestone
calcareous
flora/fauna
composed of the remains of
(foraminifera,
calcareous
microscopic calcareous algae
nannofossils & macrofossils)
(mainly
‘coccoliths’;
that it is more famously
calcareous
nannofossils),
composed of.
foraminifera and macrofossil
About 3.5m above the
debris that was deposited in a
Southerham marl, a second
widespread area across what
well developed ‘plastic’ marl’
is now NW Europe during the
was athletically accessed and
Upper Cretaceous.
sampled
by
the
local
The study of stratigraphy is
secretary! This lies on a
the study of the ‘layers’ of
20cm thick interval of coarse
strata in chronological order
chalk containing carious,
and these layers are given
pink flints (Caburn Flints). A
names pertinent to the local geology (e.g. U.K. and Poland), further 6.0m thick exposure contains the Bridgewick Marls,
but are numbered in Germany. The naming of a unit is usually Bridgewick flints and the very large flints between the
after the place at which it is first described or recorded.
Bridgewick Flints; the Bo Peep Flints (so called because of
The importance of a detailed descriptive lithostratigraphy to their type section at Bo Peep Quarry in the South Downs near
engineers is self-evident; the old notation of Lower, Middle Alfriston.
and Upper Chalk was useless for correlative purposes locally
The Bo Peep and Bridgewick Flints together comprise the
or regionally.
Turonian flint maxima that used to be used to subdivided the
The stratigraphic journey starts in the south-eastern corner Upper from the Middle Chalk; but as we had witnessed earlier
of the quarry where the uppermost part of the New Pit Chalk flint are common below this level so the criteria fell into
Formation is exposed. Particular note was made of the disrepute and flint entry is no longer used to define chalk
fracture style in the Glynde Marls interval and the basal formation boundaries.
nodular beds of the Lewes Chalk and the degree of openness
We walked into the body of the quarry to get an overview of
of fractures; this particular face of the quarry shows broken the face containing a strongly developed hardground with
vertical cracks aligned towards the centre of the valley. These glauconitic surfaces and pebbles which is interpreted as the
reflect the freeze/thaw action (which can penetrate to 80m correlative of the Bar End Hardgrounds in the Winchester M3
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cuttings and the Rochester Hardground of East Kent. These
hardgrounds that are the boundary between the Lewes and
Seaford Chalk Formations and are present where the
Shoreham marls, the markers for this boundary, have been
occluded. Unfortunately only the resident sheep and Rory in
his younger days (with the aid of the Royal Marines) have
witnessed these ‘up close’ – the scree slope access to the face
is stable, but too steep to safely ascend; not to mention
descend!
Moving around to the north east face of the quarry a few
hardy souls were tempted to ascend the scree slope to
witness the Lewes Marl/Flints at first hand, but they missed
out on some spectacularly successful fossil collecting by the
remainder - Some of our youngest participants on the day
(sharper eyes?) were rewarded with a beautiful Shark’s Tooth
– and it took a while to get them down again…!
The Lewes Nodular Flint acts as a groundwater flow barrier
and creates caves & other fissures along its upper surface as
a consequence; an important consideration for engineering
ground models. Hardgrounds are also developed within this
part of the sequence.
As time was moving on and the path to the steps leading to
the upper part of the Lewes Chalk being blocked by a fallen
ash tree we back tracked to the viewing point at the top of
the spoil heaps. Here virtually the whole quarry is in view
with particularly good expressions of the main flint bands that
cross the main quarry face, the presence of an obvious fault
and the castellated top of the quarry created by dissolution
pipes.
A big thanks to Rory for another entertaining and education

>KBEJMN:N3CMN*M7MFN N8ML;IJAN1CLD5N>IJ?LHKIGN6IEGALJ=
KGNHCMNELJJ=N;L@M

al day in the field - It struck me on that the Riddlesdown trip
was superbly attended; an encouraging range of age/gender
(perhaps 65 years from oldest to youngest?) and each with
an infectious and enthusiastic thirst for knowledge whether a
'seasoned professional' or the most 'casual amateur'.
Off the top of my head I think we covered in no little detail
paleoclimate, lithostratigraphy, mineralogy, biostratigraphy,
geochemistry, seismic / geophysics, engineering geology,
volcanism,
paleogeography,
tectonics,
eustatics,
hydrogeology, glaciation, flint formation, rock mechanics...
and chalk: brilliant!

Curry Fund Report

Susan Brown

We received eight new applications at our December
meeting of which seven received funding and one was
awaiting further information. It should be noted that in many
instances, the grants awarded were less than the original
amount requested. The Curry Fund, in common with the
financial constraints which so many organisations are
suffering currently, has less income available for grants than
it had some years ago. But, in spite of that, the Committee
does try to ensure that we give support to as wide a range of
applicants as possible, providing, of course, that they fulfil
our criteria.
We were able to offer support to the following at our
December meeting: Emanuel Tschopp, editor of the free online Journal of Palaeontological Techniques, was offered a
grant of £500 towards the cost of producing the next 10
volumes of that journal. A grant of £367 was offered to
Buriton Parish Council towards the cost of producing a Geotrail leaflet around Buriton, in the South Downs National Park.
This is one of a number of geo-leaflets the Parish Council
plans to produce on the area. Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust
Conservation Centre was offered a grant of £1,400 to pay for
the services of a geologist from the Gloucestershire Geology
Trust to help deliver public engagement events, geological
conservation work and to advise on site interpretation, all
over a 2 year period. The applicant was requested to provide
a short article on the progress of the project for the GA
magazine in due course. A contribution of £1,000 towards
the cost of display cabinets and interpretation equipment for
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fossils collected from the local area was offered to Charmouth
Heritage Coast Centre Trustees. Following this application,
I’m delighted to say that we have organised a Rockwatch
weekend at the Centre later in the year.
The Natural History Museum was offered a grant of £650
towards the cost of producing abstract booklets for a 1 day
symposium to celebrate the 150th anniversary of Sir Arthur
Smith Woodward to be held on 21st May 2014 at the
Museum. The applicant was also requested to produce an
illustrated article for GA Magazine. 0MHLKDF of the symposium
can be found on the

/N LGAN HCMN -N 7M6FKHMF.

geoHeritage Fife was offered a grant of £900 towards the
production costs of 5 leaflets on the interpretation of the
geology of the Lomond Hills area, Fife. Hugh Prudden
requested £80 for printing 5 pages in the Somerset
Archaeological & Natural History Society Journal on “The
geological landscape of Somerset in the late 18th Century –
observations of Rack & Collinson, but a decision was deferred
pending further information. The Lyme Regis Development
Trust was offered £500 towards the cost of the 2014 Fossil
Festival for printing the programmes.
Our meetings this year will be on the second Friday of
March, June, September and December. Applications must be
in the GA office by the 20th of each month preceding the
meeting. The Guidelines for Applicants and application form
are on the GA website - we look forward to hearing from you.
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Rockwatch News

Susan Brown, Rockwatch Chair

All photographs by Susan Brown

This is the time of year when we “take stock”, look at what
we have planned for the early part of the new year, think
about all the exciting field trips we’ve organised and consider
how we wish to engage and interest our young members
during the year ahead. And, we have already booked some
trips to new sites and to new museums to hold public Family
Days, something we try to add to our activities every year.
I shall again be with colleagues at the British Geological
Survey in Keyworth in March for Science Week doing
activities with school children from the East Midlands area
and a Family Day on the Saturday – always a very busy and
popular event. We shall be running Family days in two new
museums, at Ware and at Saddleworth, early in the year and
will also be at the Lyme Regis Fossil Festival in early May.

>KBEJMN%:N)@HIGNKDDN>KMDAN3JK<N$MHMNAM?IGFHJLHKGB
;IDAKGBNKGNJI@5F

gravestones in Surrey and Sussex and the Gower Coast as
our annual South Wales weekend. Perennial favourites
include Shorncote Quarry in the Cotswolds, Lea Quarry in
Shropshire and our week long annual residential course on
the Jurassic World Heritage Coast of Dorset and East Devon.

>KBEJMN4:N0KF@EFFKGBNJIHLHKIGLDNDLGAFDK<FNIGN$IJHDLGA
AEJKGBN0IJFMHNJMFKAMGHKLDN7MM5!N/EBEFHN.(4%

A new site for Rockwatch with the GA’s President Designate,
is to explore the Chalk of Tottenhoe in Bedfordshire. This trip
is already fully booked and has a waiting list! Other new
areas for us this year include the East Midlands, churches and

>KBEJMN:N&I@57LH@CMJFN@CM@5KGBNEK NLGF7MJFNLHNIEJ
, 8NF<M@KLDNAL=

And, we will, of course, be adding to this list as the year
progresses, for public and member only events.
I am always delighted to hear from any of our local and
affiliated groups who would like to share their geology with
our budding Rockwatch geolgists. Please do get in touch with
me if you would like to share your geology and we can
organise a visit to your area. I can be contacted at:
rockwatchatga@btinternet.com.
>KBEJMN.:N,LDDN1DL=NELJJ=N2KFKH+NLNGM7NF<M@KMFNI;NEJLFFK@
AKGIFLEJ999N<MJCL<F
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Publications News

Colin Prosser, Chair Publications Committee

Publications are, and always have been, central to activities
of the GA and its membership. They keep members informed
of GA business, lectures and field excursions, provide
information about where to see geology and what to see
when you get there, and they serve
to increase our understanding of
geology, in terms of both scientific
research and general reading for
the interested amateur. As it is now
three years since I took over from
Richard Howarth as Chair of the
GA’s Publications Committee, and
as this period has been challenging,
busy and productive, it seems
timely to provide an update on, and
overview of, progress with GA’s
suite of publications.
The PGA, under Jim Rose’s
editorship, is progressing extremely
well. In addition to contributing to
the scientific literature, it is raising
the profile of the GA nationally and
internationally and generating
income for the GA in the process.
Thanks largely to the work of Peter
Riches for the GA and Dan
Lovegrove at Elsevier, a new 5 year
publishing contract with Elsevier is
now in place, providing stability and
time to develop the journal further
at a time of change in the
publishing industry. The number,
quality and range of papers being
submitted continue to increase and
as
from
2013,
the
journal
comprises 6 issues a year rather
than 5 or 4 which had been the
situation in the past. The scope of
the PGA has been updated to
ensure that a balance of papers is
published. These include topics of
wide relevance to earth sciences,
papers on aspects of earth science
that have societal relevance such
as geoconservation and Earth
management,
papers
on
palaeoenvironments
and
palaeontology of the Mesozoic and
Cenozoic, papers on aspects of
Quaternary geology and climate
change, and papers on the history
of geology. The PGA also continues
to publish Special issues, often
arising from the Annual GA
conferences sponsored by Elsevier, but also on the sites
identified as part of the Geological Conservation Review. The
impact factor of the journal has increased to 1.75 and the
number of papers being downloaded is also increasing. Many
members are now opting for electronic only access to the
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PGA, and enjoying the savings on membership fees and shelf
space that this brings. It is also worth remembering that
everything is in colour in the electronically accessed version
of the paper, whereas colour can only be used for some of the
images in the printed version. The
GA is keen to encourage increased
uptake of the electronic access only
option (details of how to access PGA
are available via the ‘PGA access’
link in the members section of the
GA website) and whilst this works
well for most members, we are
aware that some have encountered
technical difficulties. It is extremely
important that electronic access
works for all members so please do
let us know if you are having
technical difficulties and we will help
in trying to overcome them.
Under the joint ownership of the
GA and the Geological Society, and
through the Editorship of Peter
Doyle, Geology Today is also
progressing very well and, as with
the PGA, continues to generate
income for the GA. Now in full
colour and combining news items,
feature articles and book reviews as
well as continuing to provide
explanations of fossils, minerals and
classic localities, it provides articles
of general interest to earth
scientists
and
the
informed
amateur. In addition to appearing
in paper form, articles can now be
downloaded electronically, and in
2012 an innovative and successful
web conference, based upon the
fossils and minerals explained
series, was held. Please remember
that GA membership also includes
reduced subscription rates to
Geology Today (£41 pa compared
with the full price of £62pa).The
production and sale of field guides
has been a highlight of the last few
years and Susan Marriott, as guides
editor, the authors who have taken
the time and effort to write new
guides, and members who have
purchased and made use of them
are all worthy of thanks.
New
guides over the last three years
have included those for London
(already into its second edition with individual itineraries soon
available to download from the GA website) the coast of the
Bristol region, Dorset, and roadside geology in Wales and
there are more in production.
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In addition, the last year has
involvement in geoconservation.
also seen the publication of the
Through David Bridgland, the
Wyley History of the Geologists'
GA’s representative on the
Edited by Peter Doyle Volume 30 Number 1 January/February 2014
Association which is free to all
editorial board of Earth Heritage,
members.
the conservation work of local GA
The GA Magazine continues to
groups, the use made by the GA
be a central communication tool
of conserved sites, and and the
within the GA. The retirement of
role played by the GA’s Curry
John Crocker as editor, the
Fund in supporting conservation
increasing costs of printing and
has been showcased within the
postage and suggestions from a
magazine and the GA and its
number of sources as to how the
work brought to the attention of
magazine could be improved and
new audiences in the UK and
financially supported means that
internationally.
the Publications Committee and
Finally, we must not forget the
Council have been giving, and will
excellent Rockwatch magazine,
continue to give, thought as to
which although produced by its
how to improve the magazine and
own management and editorial
manage costs associated with it.
teams led by Susan Brown,
It seems inevitable that an option
compliments the other GA
for electronic only access will be
publications by taking the
Special issue: Natural hazards
Debris flows
offered in the next couple of
message about the wonders of
Looking inside an avalanche
years. As for 2014, we thank
geology to young audiences.
Landslide prediction
John Crocker for his wonderful
As I hope this illustrates,
Lahar hazards at volcanoes
work over many years and offer
publications remain at the heart
our support and best wishes to
of the GA’s operations and I
Liam Gallagher, the new editor, and the team that so ably would like to thank everyone who contributes to their
supports him.
planning, production or content, including those members of

The last three years has seen the GA add to its publication
portfolio by joining the partnership of conservation agencies
and voluntary sector conservation bodies that produce Earth
Heritage magazine. I was particularly pleased to support
this initiative, not only to provide GA members with easy
access to this on-line publication www.earthheritage.org.uk,
but because of the GA’s long standing interest and

the Publications Committee. Publication is, however, an
area of rapid technological change and the next three years
are likely to be as challenging as the last three. Support and
feedback from the membership is essential in meeting these
challenges so do please continue to support GA publications
and keep us informed of your views.
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William Smith Meeting 2015
200 Y   
Conference: 23-24 April 2015
Geological Society, Burlington House, London

Field excursion: 25 April 2015
The History of Geology Group (HOGG)
is                   2015 to
celebrate publication of the firstt geological map of a nation 200 years ago.
William Smith (1769 (1839) was an English geologist who created the first nationwide geological
map. In 1794, working as a surveyor on the construction for the Somerset Coal Canal, Smith
recognised that each stratigraphic horizon contained a unique assemblage of fossils . This enabled him
to work out the order of strata from the fossils they contained. From 1799 he mapped local strata,
eventually creating the first geological map of England and Wales, published in 1815. In the interim,
his ideas were widely disseminated throughout the geological community . Like many new theories
they took time to become accepted. In 1831 the Geological Society of London awarded Smith the first
Wollaston Medal and the President, Adam Sedgwick, referred to him & #'%

This bicentenary meeting aims to address:


' !  the state of geology in his time, his fossil collection, his
contemporaries, his relationship with the Geological Society of London, and his various careers
including canal builder, land drainer, mineral surveyor and lecturer.



' $&Delineating th       , contemporary
concepts of geological survey and map design, and past and present research into surviving
Smith maps, sections and documents.

Call for Papers: We are pleased to invite all interested participants to submit abstracts for oral
presentations on topics of relevance. Presentations should last 25 minutes. International contributions
are most welcome, although no financial assistance can be given. HOGG will provide a letter of
invitation on request. 500-word abstracts should be submitted by 31 August 2014 to John Henry:
wmsmith2015@gmail.com
Confirmed ke
eynote speakers: Professor Simon Knell, Professor Hugh Torrens, Dr Tom Sharpe

Posters: Given the fundamentally graphic contribution of William Smith to geology, posters are also
invited and it is intended that short presentations of selected posters will be addressed to the
conference audience prior to the poster sessions. 250-word abstracts should be submitted by
24 August 2014 to John Henry: wmsmith2015@gmail.com
Publication: It is intended that the conference proceedings will be published as a Geological Society
Special Publication. Speakers will be strongly encouraged to contribute to this. Please indicate your
willingness to contribute a paper when submitting your abstract. Suggestions for written
contributions to supplement the proceedings from the conference are also invited.
Field and other visits:  " ! '  
   #  $  !    '  %! #
dinner is also planned. On Saturday 25 April we will visit the Smith Archive at the Oxford University
Museum of   #$  '     !  .
Event organisers: David Williams, Cherry Lewis, John Henry
For fu
further information please e-m
mail: wmsmith2015@gmail.com
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Crossword Puzzle No.GA4
1

2

3

by ‘Longshanks’

4

5

6

7
9

8
11

10

12

13

14

15

19

22

16

17

20

21

23

24

26

18

25

27

28

ACROSS

DOWN

1, 12. Fragment of a larger fault-bounded tectonic unit, like father
like son (4,3,3,3,5).
10. A polypoid coelenterate or sea-fir (7).
11. Arabs named it, where letters figure with numbers (7).
12. See 1 across.
13. For preparing fossils, in short (6-3).
14. Five-barred or not, it’s hard and banded (5).
16. The twenty-first, but it’s Greek to me (3).
17. Beautiful Greek smitten by Paris (5).
19. Hard stones separate the wheeled from those on foot (5).
20. Very singular (3).
21. If Tom is mixed up, just think of a recurring design (5).
22. An early idea to account for the fit of the Earth’s continents (9).
25. Re-lit by a backward person familiar with ceramics (5).
26. Black and glassy and strewn by impacts (7).
27. Japanese finger pressure for well-being (7).
28. Solitary containers or exceptional situations (8,5).

2. In the Late Cretaceous did it also quack like a duck? (9).
3. Vinous and not costly (5).
4. Apparently sated but discontented (3-2).
5. Bra like it (anag.) is not one for the road (5-4).
6. Raptor’s pigmeat south of Glasgow (9).
7. Sounds like an Australian identifier, but is defamatory (5).
8. Colourless way to have gone in the 14th century (3,5,5).
9. System named after its coaly intervals (13).
15. Quartz and feldspar in granite are such minerals (9).
16. Standing out, with an excavation in it (9).
18. No geological connection, although you might stub it on a
rock (6-3).
23. Prods, or Scottish bags, and sometimes there’s a pig in
one (5).
24. Pried or proceeded cautiously (5).
25. Sounds like a carnivore between the tundra and the
steppes (5).

1&'88#'&0N /%N8'*3'-:
/1&'88:
1. Eocene
4. Stud farm
10. Hoodlum
11. Amniote
12. Neon
13. Vertebrate

0'#-:
15
16
20
21
24
26

Imagos
Aeolian
Beehive
Etched
Interbreed
Ides

1
2
3
5
6

Echinoid
Chocolate
Nile
Teak tree
Don’t be late
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7 Aroma
8 Meeker
9 Amber
14 Motherhood
17 Anhydrous

18
19
22
23
25
27

Overseen
Odysseys
Cicadas
Metal
Tapir
Arch
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